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Killer Bugs Are Here! 
How Will YOU 

Fight Off These Invaders? 
12127196 #l HATONN %. numbers and virility, some of our own offerings will have to be increased in 

amounts and you have to “shift” about to determine which substance to intake 
SICKNESS-AND YOU! to effectively blast out the numbers of invaders to a non-lethal level while the 

body takes control and negates the remaining buggers. 

Even the “Bit C” (cancer) is a very natural cell mutation And furthermore, it is all but imposs,ible to manage the simple shipping 

gone crazy. restrictions which now apply to anything, inclusive of literature, crossing 

Readers, please understand that when I turn my full atten- 
tion to things regarding YOUR health, it is SERIOUS BUSI- 
NESS. I can offer you help and insightful understanding but 
neither I, nor mine, can do more. As you are finding things 
which assist as tools in healing, or cutting down microbes which 
attack a body, it has to be realized that, because the items have 
been recognized prior to .now as ,being useful; they are taken 
from you as to legal acquisition of same. Even now as the 
microbes offered for your “personal buffet’ of intake increase in 
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CIA Director John Deutch 

More From-: Fire 

From The Sky 
Editor’s note: Refer to the 12124196 CONTACT, 

p.2 for Part 42 of this well-researched series. We 
continue here with his Part VI (which is an entire 
volume available from Mary Snell; see box on next 
page) and is CONTACT’s Part 43. 

[QUOTING, PART 43:] 

FIRE FROM THE SKY. PART VI 
The Killine Continues 

by Calvin Burgin 

JOHN MARK DEUTCH 

Harold Brown, the Bolshevik Zionist Secretary of 
Defense under (actually over) President Carter, had a 
second in command, right-handiman named William 
Perry. Perry has a right-hand-man named John 
Deutch, who is now the head of the CIA., Deutch was 
sworn in as the Director of Central Intelligence on 
May 10, 1995, by a vote of 98-O in the Senate, which 
says a lot about our Senate. 

Deutch is a multi-millionaire and is involved with 
many defense and technology companies. He has been 
involved in many questionable and outright illegal 
practices. Some of the frauds are well known by some, 
but who is going to cross Deutch? 

We have a Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
the highest ranking military man in the country, who 
was born in Russia and cannot speak good English. 
Now we have a head of the CIA and fast becoming 
head of ALL intelligence groups, who is also foreign 
born. 

John Mark Deutch was born in Brussels, Belgium 
on July 27, 1938. His dad was Michael Joseph 
Deutsch (original spelling) and mother Rachel Fisher. 
Arab diplomats at the UN have stated that his 
appointment as director of the Central intelligence 
Agency is “a very major step in the Zionist lobby’s 
campaign to take full control of.. .the U.S. intelligence 
community.” Deutsch/Deutch’s grandfather was a 
diamond dealer who ran the Zionist Federation of 
Belgium and was a close friend of Chaim Weizmann. 
Deutch works closely with the Israeli Mossad and with 
the Jewish terrorist groups Tagar, Betar, and ADL, or 
perhaps I should say, they work with him. At age 22 
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those of the CONTACT staff or management. 

Deutsch was recruited by Lt. Col. Edward G. Lansdale 
as a CIA operative and he later worked with Robert 
McNamara and Harold Brown. Deutsch/Deutch is a 
committed, lifelong Zionist and feels that “joint 
operations shared by the CIA and the Mossad are his 
most dependable projects” (such as, according to some, 
the Oklahoma City federal building bombing, the 
bombing of the World Trade Center, and such). 
Spotlight newspaper of Oct. 23, 1995, says a former 
colleague of Deutch on the faculty of MIT said: 
“Intelligence operations financed by the CIA and run 
by Israeli agents have essential characteristics that are 
appealing to Deutch right now. For one thing, they 
have a special, ultra-secret classification.” Deutch 
recently visited his aunt and other relatives in Israel. 
The Zionist press expressed great satisfaction that 
Deutch was Jewish and that he was firing all 
intelligence heads that were not Jews or “Israel- 
firsters” and replacing them with his own people. 

Here are some other quotes about Deutch: 
Secretary Perry said, “I know he will excel as my 

right hand, managing the day-to-day activities of the 
department” (while Deutch was assistant Secretary of 
Defense). * 

“New Masters for military spies? Panel seeks to 
put Pentagon intelligence under CIA control” (Army 
Times, March 18, 1996, p. 32). The article says the 
panel, chaired by Harold Brown and Warren Rudman, 
want the other intelligence agencies reassigned to 
work under the CIA. A cabinet rank position was 
created for Deutch. 

Parade Magazine, November 19, 1995, promoted 
Deutch as the “CIA’s Last, Best Hope.” “Three months 
after taking office, Deutch completed his sweep of all 
eight top agency executives. In replacing them, 
however, he was unable to fulfill an early promise-to 
bring in a new generation of managers. To head the 
troubled Directorate of Operations, for instance, he 
named David Cohen, a 30-year veteran analyst from 
the Directorate of Intelligence.” Rats. 

He placed Nora Slatkin in the post of executive 
director, in charge of running the day-to-day 
operations. Deutch was chosen by Arlen Specter and 
Harold Brown, both also Jews, to take charge of al1 the 
intelligence services and they are backing him in his 
takeover. Those who object, such as former CIA 
director William Colby, who fired James Jesus 
Angleton (head of the CIA’s Mossad desk-or more 
accurately, the Mossad’s head of the CIA), are being 
removed. 

A Zionist coup began (if you want to pick a starting 
point) when Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion 
issued the order to kill John F. Kennedy to the Mossad 
assassination chief Yitzhak Shamir, who passed on the 
order to kill Kennedy to the Mishpucka chief Meyer 
Lansky and pals Santo Trafficante, Carlos Marcello, 
Johnny Roselli, and Sam Giancana. However, the 

Israeli Prime Minister is a puppet just like the 
American President, and pulling his strings were 
others which involve the Secret Service, the CIA, big 
business (Permindex, Brown Bros., Bechtel, etc.) and 
more. A good source for information on these 
suppressed details are the books by Michael Collins 
Piper, Final Judgment and Default Judgment. The 
coup is currently hammering the final nails into the 
coffin of our freedom. The Jewish Week, July 2 1,1995, 
said Clinton’s administration is “setting records for 
the number of Jews in high-level positions.” 

In the 196Os, the Rockefellers were identified as 
the “top dogs” pulling the strings behind the scenes, 
then they were replaced by “Communists,” and now the 
Jewish Zionists are eliminating their competition for 
king-of-the-hill. This is somewhat of an 
oversimplification of a much more complicated 
scenario. 

Deutch and Perry fired the Director and Deputy 
Director of the National Reconnaissance Office, 
Jeffrey K. Harris and Jimmie D. Hill. They put Keith 
Hall in charge. Aviation Week & Space Technology, 
March 4, 1996, p. 28, said: “The new acting NRO 
chief, Keith Hall is a protege of Deutch and a point 
man in the DIG’s efforts to make the intelligence 
community leaner and more responsive.” The article 
mentioned that Arlen Specter had put pressure on 
Deutch to make “heads roll”. 

Unclassified, the quarterly publication of the 
Association of National Security Alumni, expressed 
concern over Deutch’s appointment because, among 
other reasons, a “Clinton anti-terrorist executive order 
gives new extra-legal powers to intelligence agencies.” 

The Gulf War veterans opposed Deutch as Director 
of Central Intelligence. Charles Sheehan-Miles, 
executive director of the Gulf War Veterans of 
Massachusetts, distributed the following to members 
of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence at a 
hearing on the confirmation of John Deutch as director 
of the Central Intelligence Agency, (quoting:) 

Deputy Secretary of Defense John Deutch, 
President Clinton’s nominee for Director of Central 
Intelligence, has placed the lives and health of 
thousands of veterans at risk through a four-year 
cover-up which he led, by obstructing investigations 
and keeping vital documents classified and by lying to 
the public and the Congress. Secretary Deutch should 
not be confirmed as Director of Central Intelligence 
until this issue is resolved. 

For four years the Department of Defense, with 
Secretary Deutch as their point-man, has maintained a 
cover-up of chemical weapons exposures in the Persian 
Gulf War. He assumed responsibility for this issue 
within the DOD by writing, “The Department of 
Defense is committed to identifying all information 
pertaining to the health problems of Operation Desert 
Storm veterans. . . Continued classification will 
require my approval.” While he claims the DOD is 
committed to identifying this ‘information, he has 
refused to cooperate with Congressional committees 
investigating the issue. Recently his spokeswoman 
told a newspaper reporter that Secretary Deutch was 
too busy to respond to allegations that he has placed 
the lives of Gulf War veterans at jeopardy. 

Secretary Deutch has ordered that he must be the 
approval authority for any classified documents, 
implying that these documents will be released. 
However, thousands of records which may show why 
Gulf War veterans are sick and dying remain 
classified. Others have turned up missing, and in some 
cases the DOD claims they have been destroyed. Many 
others have vital information blacked out or missing. 

Deutch has repeatedly lied to Congress and the 
public. In a recent national television interview; he 
stated that every single one of the thousands of 
chemical alarms which sounded in the .desert were 
false alarms. Further, he has claimed that not only 
were no coalition troops injured by chemical weapons, 
but that the Iraqis had no chemical weapons in the 
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Kuwait Theater of Operations. However, dozens of 
Defense Department documents show that these 
statements simply are not true. These documents 
include: 

l Deutch’s own testimony during a November 10, 
1993 unclassified briefing for members of the US 
Senate. John Deutch said that the Department of 
Defense was withholding classified information on 
the exposure of U.S. Forces in the Persian Gulf War 
to biological materials. 

-Logs from the 24th Infantry Division which 
indicate that chemical weapons were discovered inside 
the KTO. 

*Czech reports that chemical weapons were 
present in the fallout from coalition bombing. 

l An official USMC history which shows the 
exposure of two armored vehicle crewmen to mustard 
gas. British and American reports which have 
documented a 250-gallon container of mustard gas in 
Kuwait City. 

*The Central Command NBC (Nuclear, Biological, 
Chemical) log which notes a number of incidents of 
exposure, both by fallout from coalition bombing and 
direct Iraqi Scud missile attack. 

*An internal DOD memorandum from Major 
General Ronald Blanck concluding that chemical 
weapons were present in low concentration on the 
battlefield. 

*A report written and authenticated by Colonel 
Michael Dunn, a. DOD chemical weapons expert, 
concluding that a Third Armored Division soldier had 
been injured by mustard gas. 

Finally, according to the Associated Press in an 
article released yesterday, the Central Intelligence 
Agency is currently conducting an investigation into 
the possibility that Gulf War veterans were exposed to 
chemical weapons. Such an investigation would be 
seriously impeded by Deutch’s confirmation, as any 
investigation would include his role in covering up the 
exposures. 

According to the Department of Veterans Affairs 
over 2600 Gulf War veterans are now dead. Tens of 
thousands have sought treatment for their illnesses, 
and they cannot get that treatment because Deputy 
Secretary Deutch and the Department of Defense 
continue to lie about what happened in the Persian 
Gulf War. Deutch has led a massive cover-up of 
chemical weapons sightings and injuries in the Gulf. 
He has obstructed attempts to investigate the issue and 
he has lied to the public and to Congress. He must not 
be confirmed as Director of Central Intelligence until 
this issue is resolved. (End of quoting) 

Unclassified expressed concern over cronyism and 
rumors that several Arkansas FOBS (friends of Bill) 
have been placed on the CIA’s payroll and have offices 
at CIA headquarters in Langely, Virginia. “These 
FOBS do not have security clearances.” (Quoting:) 

U.S., ISRAEL POOL 

TERRORISM EFFORT 

TEL AVIV, Israel (AP)-CIA Director John 
Deutch and Secretary of State Warren Christopher 
joined today in fleshing out a new U.S. counter- 
terrorism agreement with Israel that provides for 
pooling of intelligence about militant Islamic groups 
and their operations. 

“The Purpose is tracking down the enemies of 
peace,” Christopher said after he and Deutch met with 
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Peres at the Israeli 
defense ministry (March 15, 1996). (End of quoting) 

Time, May 6, 1996, said “Deutch is becoming the 
most powerful CIA chief ever.” It said “Deutch is in 
the midst of one of the most impressive power grabs 
ever seen in Washington. At one point during last 

said the committee was ‘trying its best to strengthen 
the hand’ of the director of Central Intelligence. 

“....His squash partner is Clinton’s Oxford 
classmate and Deputy Secretary of State Strobe 
Talbott. Deutch likes playing hardball. William 
Perry, the Secretary of Defense, is not only Deutch’s 
ex-boss at the Pentagon but also his former business 
partner.” 

Time is misleading in calling Deutch a “former” 
t usiness partner of Perry, as they are working together 
on many fronts. As one example, if you join the 
Internet and want to register your “Domain Name”, the 
company that you formerly registered with was called 
Network Solutions, Inc. However, NSI was recently 
purchased by Scientific Applications International 
Corp. This gives SAIC considerable control over the 
Internet. The current and former board members of 
SAIC include William Perry, John Deutch, Admiral 
Bobby Ray Inman (former head of the National 
Security Agency), Melvin Laird (defense secretary 
under Richard Nixon), Donald Hicks (former head of 
research and development for the Pentagon), Donald. 
Kerr (former head of the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory), General Maxwell Thurman (commander 
of the U.S. assault in Panama), and Robert Gates (CIA 
director under Bush). How’s that for a Rat Pack. 

SAIC was indicted. in 1990 by the Justice 
Department on 10 felony counts for fraud in managing 
the environmental Superfund toxic cleanup. In 1993 
the Justice Department sued SAIC for fraud involving 
an F- 15 fighter contract. In May 1995, it was involved 
in a suit that charged it had lied about security systems 
tests it conducted for the Treasury Department 
currency printing plant in Fort Worth, TX. SAIC has a 
$2 billion contract to computerize the Defense 
Department medical system. 

JEREMY MICHAEL 
BOORDA, RIP 

Boorda’s Jewish grandparents were born in the 
Soviet Union. They were more of the Bolshevik 
Zionists that were run out of Russia and fled to the 
United States. 

The information on the Internet is saying that 
Boorda was part of the “Fifth Column”, although I do 
not see any way to prove it. 

On May 16, police responded to phone calls 
reporting multiple gunshots. As soon as they arrived, 
they found U.S. Marines at Boorda’s residence 
holding shotguns and refusing admittance to the 
police. They also refused admittance to the homicide 
squad. It was reported that Boorda had committed 
suicide by shooting himself in the chest with a 
shotgun, a rather awkward feat for a short man like 
Boorda. 

Later the story was that he was depressed over 
wearing a medal that some said ‘he should not have 
worn, so he shot himself in the head with a pistol, and 
left two suicide notes behind (in two different 
handwritings, I wonder?). 

New York Times, May 17: “The Navy’s highest 
ranking officer, Adm. Jeremy Boorda, committed 
suicide on Thursday, shooting himself in the chest....” 
Reuter (May 16): “ ..apparently shot himself in the 
chest at his home.. . .” United Press International, May 
16: “Pentagon officials...said [he] was discovered 
with a gunshot wound to the head....” The Associated 
Press, May 16: “.. .apparently of a self-inflicted 
gunshot wound in his chest, officials said.” You know 
how these short people are, it’s hard to tell the chest 
from the head. Reuter said that John Dalton said 
Boorda was found near a bench in his yard. 

New York Times: ‘I . . *returned to his home at the 
Washington Navy Yard about 1 p.m. and shot himself 
with a .38 caliber handgun.” Associated Press: 
“Boorda, 57, the Navy’s top uniformed officer, was 
shot shortly after 2 p.m.. ..” I reckon the police were so 
shaken up by a real-life homicide that they forgot what 
the time was. Newsweek said he was vronounced dead 
at 2:30. Newsweek Washington Bureau Chief Evan 

The highest ranking 
person in the Navy is 
Secretary of the Navy, 
John Dalton. An article 
about Michael Boorda, 
the highest ranked 
uniform Navy officer, in 
the Wall Street Journal, 
May 2 1, 1996, comments 
on the secret session of 
the Armed Services 
Committee to waive 
through the nomination 
of Dalton to be Secretary 
of the Navy in spite of 
Dalton’s dealings with 
Stephens Inc. of 
Arkansas. The article 
does not go into detail, 
but Stephens is involved 
in the Vince Foster 
murder (the gun left in 
his hand reportedly came 
from a gun club owned 
by Stephens). Stephens 
was involved in illegal 
drugs, money laundering 
through failed savings 
and loans, etc., and 
Stephens himself was 
head of the Dixie Mafia. 
Why did they mention 
Stephens in an article 
about Boorda? It makes 
little sense unless you 
know more of the 
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Fire From The Sky, VI 

Order by sending $18 .OO 

(which includes shipping) to: 

Mary Snell 
P-0. Box 6708 

Texarkana, TX 75505-6708 

week’s hearing, intelligence chairman Arlen Specter background. 
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Thomas said he had scheduled a meeting with Boorda 
at ‘the. D.C. General Hospital morgue at 2:30 p.m. 
Apparently Boorda kept that appointment. 

Multiple witnesses said they heard gunshots (more 
than one) at about 2.00 p.m. ABC News, May 16, 
David Henser, reports multiple gunshots were heard, 
CBS News, May 16, Dan Rather, said it was a shotgun. 
CNN said (May 16) “The nation’s top Navy officer, 
Adm. Jeremy Michael Boorda, died Thursday 
afternoon of a gunshot wound to the chest....a .38 
caliber pistol was used in the shooting.. The gun 
belonged to his son-in-law.” 

With a fast breaking story and a controlled media, 
they have to make up stories until they get their 
directives from above. Eventually they get it 
straightened out, and all the newsmen then say the 
same thing, nearly word for word. 

Someone that did some checking, said Boorda was 
standing in his front yard, and said that there were two 
shots, one a shotgun and one a pistol, and the two 
shooters both left a suicide note behind. 

THE UNABOMBER 

HOAX 

CONTACT, The Phoenix Project newspaper 
carried a headline “There Is No Unabomber” (July 4, 
1995). This would appear to be a big mistake, to those 
who know little about what is really going on. It is not 
a mistake! 

CONTACT is not the only paper, however, to 
report the situation. The New Fkderalist, April 22, 
1996, said, (quoting:) 

UNABOMBER CASE: 

INVESTIGATE PRINCE 

PHILIP’S ECO-TERROR 

NETWORK! 
by Rogelio A. Maduro 

April 16 (EIRNS)-On April 3, in Montana, the 
FBI arrested environmental radical Theodore Kaczynski 
as their main suspect in the 17-year-old Unabomber 
case. The arrest has resulted in breaking, finally, the 
coverup in the news media regarding the source of 
terrorism in the United States. 

Still, there is a great deal that is not appearing in 
the press-including leads to the national ecology- 
terrorist network which this newspaper printed over a 
year ago. Also, there is a dangerous tendency to 
assume that the case is wrapped up in the person of the 
“loner” Kaczynski, rather than taking the information 
now being developed as the starting point to 
investigate that eco-terrorist network as a whole. (End 
of quoting) 

The article went on to state that Kaczynski is only 
a part of a much broader network that helped him pick 
his targets. In 1994, Kaczynski participated in the 
Native Forest Network conference (Nov 9-13) in 
Montana. The New Federalist identified the NFN as 
part of the eco-terrorist network. Their related 

network. The Unabomber was picking targets from a 
list called “Eco-F-ker Hit List” published in a journal 
called Live Wild or Die, published by the former head 
of Earth First!, Mitch Friedman. 

It is a cinch that Kaczynski could not have 
manufactured those precision bombs in his mountain 
cabin with no electricity. “...the Feds no longer 
believe Kaczynski was working alone.” 

John Elvin of Political Dynamite newsletter calls 
these groups the “eco-militia”. 

Spotlight newspaper of April 29, 1996, p. 5, says: 
“Actually, Kaczynski’s name appears in FBI files as 
being connected with Earth First!, a radical left-wing 
group which was formed in 1980 by David Foreman, 
who was a former lobbyist for the Wilderness Society. 
Earth First! has been documented as using illegal and 
violent tactics to further its erlds....” On page 9, 
Spotlight says that Foreman “pleaded guilty to felony 
conspiracy for distributing copies of the manual 
[describing sabotage and explosives] to a group of 
Earth First! members in Arizona who blew up a power 
plant in 1989.” Does this give you any clues as to who 
caused the train derailment in Arizona on Oct. 9, 
19957 A nuclear power plant nearby to where the 
Amtrak sabotage took place has been targeted by Earth 
First! and is near a ‘wilderness” area that the eco- 
terrorists have demanded be turned into a no-man’si 
land. It was about 150 miles from the Graham 
International Observatory. Earth First! has tried to 
block the construction of the Large Binocular 
Telescope at the Arizona Steward Observatory. 
Phoenix is a main area for Earth First!. 

The Austin American Statesman, May 5, 1996, 
A15, has an-article which begins: “Earth Firsters are 
terrorists.” The article says that Earth Firsters claim 
they are peaceful. An earlier article called the 
Unabomber suspect “an Earth-first, Birkenschlock 
academic quasi-Marxist.” 

The Executive Intelligence Review of October 13, 
1995, had an article called “The SAS: Prince Philip’s 
manager of terrorism”. This article claims that Prince 
Philip’s World Wide Fund for Nature and British 
Army’s Special Air Services (SAS) sponsor terrorism 
through links with security operations such as Keenie 
Meenie Services (KMS) whose name is taken from the 
Swahili term for the motion of a snake in the grass. 
KMS was hired by Oliver North to train Afghan 
mujahideen, to mine the harbor in Managua, 
Nicaragua, and to train Nicaraguan Contras. KMS 
provided security for the Saudi ambassador Prince 
Bandar, who was working with George Bush in 
supplying tens of billions of Saudi dollars for “Iran- 
Contra” operations. The heads of security for the 
nations of Kuwait, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, 
Omani, are “former” British SAS and KMS officers. 
Lyndon LaRouche had a personal friendship with 
David Stirling, founder of the SAS, which gave 
LaRouche inside information. LaRouche commented 
on the paradox of Sterling doing very distasteful things 
“for the good of the country”. I am reminded of an 
apparently somewhat similar relationship between 
John DeCamp and William Colby. 

There has recently been a major bombing in Saudi 
Arabia and currently the media is saying they have 
absolutely no idea of who did it. That means to me, 
that they know perfectly well who did it, it means, it 
was not done by an “Arab nut group” but was done by 

intelligence gathering publication, Executive a major intelligence service. 
Intelligence Review, Jan. 13, 1995, said: “The ‘Green’ 
Terrorists on Prince Philip’s Leash, speakers and 
participants represented the ‘Green’ spectrum, from FIRE IN THE SKY 
national and international leaders of the World 
Wildlife Fund/World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), American taxpayers are paying billions of dollars 
National Audubon Society, and Greenpeace, the for spy satellites, secret space missions, and star wars 
leadership of Earth First!. The keynote speaker was stuff. Yet, Time, for instance, said “The CIA freely 
Cecilia Rodriguez, the representative in the U.S. of the roams through Yeltsin’s Russia” (May 6). The FBI, 
Mexican Zapatista guerrillas.” under Louis Freeh, another Zionist, works closely with 

These Lyndon LaRouche publications say that the the KGB’s successor in Moscow. Russian and 
Unabomber is not an individual, but is part of a American astronauts are in space together. SO what’s 

the big secret? Who are they afraid of7 From whom 
are they keeping the secrets (certainly’not each other)? 

The Wall Street Journal, June 12, 1996 (A16) had 
an article by Richard Staar which said that so far this 
year Russia has allocated $8.9 billion to the Defense 
Ministry, and $11.7 billion on research, deveIopment 
and production of new weapons systems, over twice 
what it was last year. ’ What is the big build-up all 
about? Are Russia and the U.S. so afraid of Saddam 
Hussein and Kadahfi? 

Staar said (bolding mine): “Despite the alleged 
shortage of funds for the military, Moscow has 
continued a Soviet-era project to build a huge 
command-and-control center for nuclear war at Mount 
Yamantau, near the city of Belorets in the Urals, 
according to testimony by Adm. William Studeman, 
then acting CIA director, before the Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence last year.. . . Already 
coming off the assembly line are miniature nuclear 
weapons (weighing under 200 pounds), to be carried 
by a new, highly accurate tactical missile for Russia’s 
ground forces.. . . Seven quieter nuclear-powered 
Severodvinsk-class submarines, being built to 
supplement the 13 Akula-class ones, will carry the new 
D-3 1 submarine-launched ballistic missile. Russia’s 
air defense already boasts the only anti-ballistic 
missile system in existence. The SH-11 is designed to 
detonate a nuclear charge above the atmosphere and 
destroy incoming warheads, whereas the SH-08 has 
high acceleration for intercepts inside the atmosphere. 
Yet a recent U.S.-Russian ‘framework agreement’ 
reportedly would place even greater restrictions on the 
American side than the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile 
Treaty. Despite everything, the U.S. continues to pour 
massive amounts of money into Russia....” 

Oh, and the “mad cow disease”? The government 
has announced that they intend to put up a satellite 
network to monitor disease. Think about that. There 
is so much to that subject that I will have to leave it for 
another time. 

And what is really going on in space? That is a 
another subject for later. 

CONTACT’s full headline was “There Is No 
Unabomber: What’s Here Is The New World Order!” 
The forces of the New World Order are frantically 
trying to complete their total subjugation of the Earth; 
their target date was the year 2000. Their success is 
being complicated by struggles of the various factions 
for king-of-the-hill (king-of-the-Earth) top-dog 
positions. We see the Rockefellers fighting the 
Communists fighting the Zionists fighting the 
Environmentalists fighting the Big Business fighting 
the Arabs fighting the.. . . And then there are the forces 
behind these factions, pulling their strings. 

It is about to get most interesting. Happy Freedom 
Day. Calvin Burgin, June 29, 1996, [End quoting of 
Part VI and CONTACT’s Part 431 
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12/31/96 DR. AL OVERHOLT 

DOCTORS CLAIM FLU-VACCINE 
CAN CAUSE DIABETES 

Excerpted from NEXUS magazine, Dec./96- 
Jan.197, [quoting:] 

“After a presentation of our data, we were asked to 
evaluate the effect of a recent hepatitis B immuniza- 
tion program in New Zealand on the development of 
insulin-dependant diabetes. We found a large epi- 
demic of diabetes, 60% increase, occurred in New 
Zealand following this immunization program, and 
believe the most likely explanation is that the immuni- 
zation urogram caused the diabetes euidemic [em- 
phasis mine].” 

These were the words of Dr. J. Barthelow Classen, 
of Classen Immunotherapies-Inc. in Baltimore, USA, 
in a letter to the New Zealand Medical Journal. 

Dr. Classen also warned in his letter: 
“Based on this mechanism and our early finding 

that diabetes euidemics have followed the wide- 
spread use of the Haemophilus influenza B vaccine, 
we exuect a second euidemic of diabetes to follow the 
Haemonhilus influenza B immunization propram 
that was started in New Zealand in 1993/4 [emphasis 
mine].” -Sources: The New Zealand Medical Jour- 
nal, 24 May 1996; Vaccination Information Network, 
PO Box 149, Kaeo, Northland, New Zealand [End 
quoting] 

CONTACT has been warning you about vaccines 
from its beginning. 

I don’t believe this was an accident-do vou??. 
The Elite’s Plan 2000, which includes del)ouulating 
the Earth to less than 1 billion ueol)le hv the year 
2000 (onlv 3 rearsb has been in effect for decades. 

Yesterday (Dec. 25), close friends of mine said that 
90% of the school children in Edmonton, Alberta (a 
city of approximately half-a-million people in central 
Canada) were sick with the flu. I highly suspect that 
this is a man-made epidemic-don’t vou?? 

As you have probably heard, the U.S. is in the 
throes of a flu epidemic also, but I believe they are 
coverine uu the severitv of this situation, 

POLIO VACCINE VIRUS LINKED 
TO LUNG CANCER 

Excerpted from NEXUS magazine, Dec./96- 
Jan./97, [quoting:] 

A polio vaccine that was administered to millions 
of Britons in the 1950s and early 1960s is being linked 
to a virulent form of lung cancer, following the discov- 
ery that it was contaminated by a monkey virus. 

Doctors have expressed concern at the latest stud- 
ies in America which show that the virus, SV40, was 
found in several tumors. 

It is estimated that between 10 million and 30 
million Americans were given the contaminated polio 
vaccine. 

The vaccine, cultured from monkey kidney cells, 
was used in mass vaccinations until 1961. After that, 
a new vaccine using human cells was developed. - 
Sources: New Sci’entist 24 August 1996; The Sunday 
Telegraph [UK], September 1996 [End quoting] 

Are vou still eoing to trust the Elite and their 
vaccines?? 

BUDGET AMENDMENT COULD 
CAUSE CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS 

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 

12/??/96. lauotina:l 
I-1 

Unfortunately, instead of preparing to end the defi- 
zit, leaders in Congress are spending this month lining 
up votes for a balanced budget amendment. By concen- 
trating on this phony issue, lawmakers are wasting time 
that could be spent trimming government expenses. 

A balanced budget amendment is a dangerous, 
nutty idea. Tinkering with the Constitution and grand- 
standing for voters will accomplish nothing good. The 
only way to end the deficit is for Congress to get down 
to the difficult work of establishing sensible spending 
priorities and eliminating waste. [End quoting] 

If Congress really wanted to balance the budget all 
they would have to do is abide by the Constitution, just 
as it is, since it provides for a balanced budget. They 
do not want a balanced budget, they want to do away 
with the Constitution and replace it. They are desper- 
ately trying to find some way to get a Constitutional 
Convention so they can accomplish this replacement. 

They can also balance the budget by getting rid of 
the UNconstututional Federal Reserve and issue real 
monyinstead of Federal Reserve notes. They know 
this but thev think thev can RUM the wool over us 
dumb sheeu. 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SEEKING 
TO RECRUIT VOLUNTEER READING 

TEACHERS FOR SCHOOLS 

Comment on TV news broadcast 12120196: 
I heard on the TV news several times that the 

children desperately need help in reading and that the 
federal government is trying to recruit volunteers to 
help in the schools to teach reading. 

First, they make the time for teaching “Getting 
Along With Others” and every other subject except 
& reading, writing and arithmetic, load the school 
system with overpaid administrators and won’t allow 
good teachers to really teach, and then they have the 
nerve to recruit untrained teachers to come in and teach 
the basic course of reading. How much longer are we 
going to put up with this nonsense?? 

U.K. SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS TO 
RECORD ALL NUMBERPLATES 

Excerpted from NEXUS magazine, Dec./96- 
Jan./97, [quoting:] 

Police and security agencies are placing large or- 
ders for surveillance cameras that will track the move- 
ments of millions of drivers in the UK. 

Using sophisticated software, the cameras will read 
the numberplate of every passing vehicle, and auto- 
matically check it against a police database of known or 
suspected offenders. 

As the network expands, it will be possible to find 
or follow any vehicle in Britain simply by typing in the 
registration number. The cameras will also be used to 
detect unregistered vehicles, enforce road laws and 
monitor traffic congestion. 

Starting in spring 1997, customs-operated cameras 
at ports will log the numberplates of every vehicle 
entering the UK. -Source: The Sunday Telegraph 
[UK], 15 September 1996 [End quoting] 

Bie Brother will never take his eves off you!! 

CONSUMER DEBT GROWS TWICE 
AS FAST AS WAGES 

Excerpted from the NEW FEDERALIST, 1219196, 
[quoting:] 

U.S. consumer debt, now at $1.4 trillion, is grow- 

ing at an annual rate more than twice that of wages, 
according to the Nov. 24 Washington Post. Those 
figures are according to the Federal Reserve. They 
figure total household debt was nearly 95% of annual 
income at the end of I995, up from less than 60% in 
1960, and less than 75% in 1980. Most of the debt is for 
mortgages, but consumer debt is now figured to equal 
more than 20% of annual income. 

One result is growth in personal bankruptcies, now 
expected to exceed one million by year’s end. Credit 
card delinquencies are at their highest since the Ameri- 
can Bankers Association began keeping records in 
1974. [End quoting] 

Do you siili believe Clinton and his gang saying 
“the economy is booming”?? If you do you’d better 
wake up soon because you are being set up for a VERY 
BIG CRASH-SOON!! 

SMOG RULES LOWERED 

From THE MODESTO BEE, 12/14/96, [quoting:] 
Smog regulators Friday threw out rules requiring 

permits for small engines, Freon recyclers, storage 
tanks and other equipment. The estimated savings for 
businesses is $1.5 million a year. The move by the 
board of the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District eliminates about 10,000 pollution control per- 
mits. [End quoting] 

Will miracles ever cease to exist? Of course, this 
probably is only a little sugai to help us take what is 
coming, such as STEALING A LOT OF OUR CARS 
BY CLAIMING THEY ARE GROSS POLLUTERS!!! 

Never forget that we could have 100% uollution 
free energy for all uses if thev would allow us the 
technologv that the Elite are hiding. after thev stole 
it from the inventors and tortured or killed them- 
hundreds of them-INCLUDING NIKOLA TESLA 
over 50 ye ars a o!! 

DOCTORS RECOGNIZE THE ROLE 
OF FAITH IN HEALING 

Excerpted from THE MODESTO BEE, 12/16/96, 
[quoting:] 

Virginia Harris knew it wasn’t going to be a team 
of emergency room doctors that would save her. It was 
going to be God. 

So when surgeons in a Detroit hospital said they 
didn’t think she would recover from a car crash 20 
years ago, she and her husband declined treatment and 
decided to go home and pray. 

Within two weeks, she was on her feet. 
The link between faith and healing is getting a 

closer look from more and more doctors, a survey of the 
American Academy of Family Physicians found. 

Ninety-nine percent of doctors believe there is an 
important relationship between the spirit and the flesh, 
according to the survey due out today. 

“They didn’t give me a lot of hope,” Harris said of 
her doctors. “That wasn’t good enough. I knew I had 
no other place to go than to pray.” 

She sees her recovery as a testament to faith’s 
importance in healing, a relationship nearly all doctors 
recognize despite a traditional gulf between religion 
and science. 

“I think this is a historic time,” said Dr. Dale 
Matthews, a professor at Georgetown Medical School. 
“The spiritual traditions of healing will be joined with 
surgery and pharmaceuticals. I think we’re entering 
the era of prayer and Prozac [I’d be cautious of 
Protac.].” 

To further examine that connection, nearly 1,000 
health care professionals are meeting at Harvard Medi- 
cal School this week for “Spirituality & Healing in 
Medicine”, a course exploring the murky area where 
religion meets medicine. 

“I’m not a religious person,” said Dr. Herbert 
Benson, founder of the Mind-Body Institute at Beth 
Israel Deaconess Hospital and a Harvard medical pro- 
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fessor. “I came to this not from belief but from science. companies responsible for the content of the Internet. your home this month, you have nothing to worry abut. 
Honestly, I came to this [with] feet dragging.” CompuServe will, however, continue to provide ser- But if you spend money on these seeming necessities of 

Many doctors pinned their interest on scientific vices to Germany. life, are you being told the truth now about “inflation”? 
evidence, including two studies that lend credence to a The general manager of CompuServe, Felix Somm, The actual increase in the cost of living for the 
faith-health connection. told German television: “It cannot be that a provider typical American is significantly higher than you are 

In a California study of prayer’s effects on recovery has to make massive investments to control an interna- being told. In addition to attempting to throw out 
from heart problems, half the nearly 400 subjects were tional network, if you can offer services with signifi- higher increases in food and energy prices, the cur- 
the subjects of prayers by Christians, while the others qntly less cost next door in Luxembourg.” [Do you rent CPI formula vastly understates the effects on 
received no known prayers from anyone affiliated with notice he mentions nothing aboutfreedom-only that it older Americans of rising health care and prescrip- 
the study. Neither group was told about the prayers. will keep his wallet thinner.] tion costs. State and local tax increases are not given 

The patients who received prayers had half as many The genie called “freedom” is out df’ the bottle. sufficient weight [emphasis mine]. 
complications as those who didn’t and had a lower rate While the politicians of the world try to put him back It adds insult to injury for plutocrats to tell the 
of congestive heart failure, Matthews said. in, truth is being beamed from and to every corner of the millions of Americans who have served their country in 

A second study, by Dartmouth Medical. School, globe. [End quoting] battle-or have little to live on other than their Social 
tracked how patients’ own prayers helped them recover Pornography is largely a product of the ones trv- Security benefits&they must have their already-inad- 
from bypass surgery. The death rate after six months inn to censor the Net. The Elite are willing to put their equate %ost of living adjustments” reduce via a cynical 
was 9 percent, Matthews said. For churchgoers, how- own product under controls to make much larger gains accounting gimmick. 
ever, the rate dropped to 5 percent. None of the deeply by pWollialr the flow of truth, This scam will likely figure prominently in 1997 
religious patients died during that period. [End quot- If they can gain complete control of the Net, how and the efforts toward implementing more austerity are 
W are the people going to freely circulate the truth for intensified by both the Clinton Administration’s “neo- 

Do any of our readers still have any doubt about the those who are seeking it? Pornography will always be conservative” allies running the Republican Party. [End 
power of FAITH IN GOD?? available, but if you lose the freedom of the Net, the quoting] 

truth will be very difficult to come by except for word All of this is taking place while they are throwing 
INTERNET ROUNDUP of mouth, since the printing process is a too expensive billions to our REAL enemies. 

The Internet, The Thought-Police, and time consuming method, even if you can get by the 
And CompuServe already present censorship in that media. INTEL’S SUPERCOMPUTER 

Parents can control their children’s viewing, if BUILT FOR SPEED 
From SMITH’S REPORT newsletter, Dec. 1996, they really want to, by proper teachings and guidance 

[quoting:] while they are young, and the available methods of From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 12/1’7/96, 
The Internet and the World Wide Web in particular blocking the computer’s reception. [quoting:] 

have become the greatest open forum for the free ex- PRAY TEAT GOD HELPS US KEEP THE NET 
change of ideas in the history of man. The ability to UNCENSORED!! 
instantly “publish” ideas and opinions on just about 
any topic has appealed to the sensibilities of millions JAY ROCKEFELLER (D.-W.Va.1 
worldwide. Today, virtually anything and everything AS PRESIDENT?? 
can be found on the Internet. Opinions spanning the 
complete spectrum are available on the Internet from Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 12116196, by 
Revisionists to Exterminationists, the Right to the Left, Skolnick on Tom Valentine’s radio show, [quoting:] 
Chri.stians to Pagans. Along with valued political and Skolnick highlighted a recent news item about 
historical discourse, there are of course those who psychiatrists discussing the 2.5th Amendment, i.e., the 

peddle pornography for cash. . presidential succession in case of the chief executive 
Just as people have thrilled to their new found becoming incapacitated. . . 

freedoms, governments have shuddered, recognizing Skolnick is convinced that Clinton will not finish 
their loss of control. Ever since the popularity of the his second term, but Vice President Albert Gore will be 
Internet has grown, so have the concerns of the would- somehow removed first, so that Sen. Jay Rockefeller 
be censors and thought-police around the world. (D-W.Va.) can be appointed vice president. 
Oftentimes using the pornographers as a justification, “Rockefellers covet the presidency and know they 
censors worldwide have attempted to stem the tide of cannot be elected to the job,” he pointed out. [End 
political dissent. Most of the countries of the world quoting] 
have explored various methods to censor materials on Stranger things have happened and besides we 
the Internet. Earlier this year President Clinton signed really don’t have a choice, at the present time, of who 
a sweeping piece of censorship legislation know as the is in office. They keep fixing any election we have and 
“Communications Decency Act” only to have it over- will continue to do so until enough of us wake un to 
turned in a court of law. throw the rascals out. 

AssoaATEDpREss 

Massively parallel. Intel’s Justin 

The world’s fastest computer made its debut Mon- 

One of the countries leading the pack in the denial 
FMtll@+3ft)andDiCkh~hoMl 

of free speech and thought is Germany. A new law GREENSPAN. REPUBLICANS of the.machine’s 7,268 processor boards. 
under consideration in Germany’s lower house of par- AND DEMOCRATS 
liament would require on-line companies to block ac- PROPOSE HIDDEN TAX HIKE 
cess to “child pornography”, “neo-Nazi materials”, or 
“other extreme pictures or writing” on the Internet. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and day. Now it’s going to work for the government. 

Although this latest attempt at Internet censorship some Republicans and Democrats are proposing to Intel Corp. said Monday it has developed the world’s 
seems ominous and sends shivers down the spines of change the way the cost of living index (CPI) is calcu- fastest supercomputer, capable of performing 1 trillion 
civil libertarians around the world, it is flawed. The lated so as to make it lower. operations a second, for the Department of Energy. 
bureaucrats in Germany don’t understand the beauty Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 12/16/96, That speed comes close to tripling the previous 
and power of the Internet [They understand, alright- [quoting:] record achieved by Hitachi Ltd. in 1995 with a 
that is just the reason they are trying their best to gag Critics, including the American Association of supercomputer capable of doing 368 billion operations 
the ‘Net, A TANY COST.]. Their attempt to control the Retired Persons, have denounced many of the proposals a second, Intel and government officials said. 
minds of the people can be likened to the building of a as little more than a “back-door effort” to cut entitlt- The Intel supercomputer will be used at the 

fence to hold back the sea [When lras there been u time ment programs and raise taxes. government’s Sandia National Laboratories to simu- 
in history that the power hungry, bully, gangster Seemingly shut out of this entire discussion is the late the performance of nuclear weapons, replacing live 
bastards ever considered beauty in their thirst for already skewed way in which the Labor Department has tests of stockpiled weapons. 
power t- Unless it would be that they see beauty in reported the increase in the cost of living for some time “One trillion operations per second-this was once 

torture, murders and wurs with their evil, twisted now. In a recent month, for instance, it was reported thought unachievable,“Energy Secretary Hazel O’Leary 
minds.]. that the CPI increased by .4 percent (an annualized rate said during a conference Call with reporters. 

In response to Germany’s threat, CompuServe, the of around 5 percent), but that, excluding the volatile The supercomputer also will be used to predict 

world’s second largest on-line service provider, has food and energy sectors, the increase was a mere . 1 weather changes and natural disasters and in other 

announced that it may simply move its operations out of percent for the month. Energy Department projects requiring simulations of 
Germany. CompuServe is considering moving its head- What this means to middle America is that, as long series of events with massive mathematical CalCub 

quarters to another country that does not hold on-line as you don’t eat, feed your family, buy gasoline or heat tions, department officials said. 
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They said it would take every man, woman and 
child in the United states 125 years working nonstop 
with handheld calculators to perform 1 trillion calcula- 
tions. 

The breakthrough was even more remarkable con- 
sidering that Intel built the supercomputer using stan- 
dard commercial desktop computer chips arranged in 
what the industry calls “massive parallel processing”. 

“We were trying to demonstrate that with standard 
building blocks you can deliver world record-breaking 
power,” Intel Executive Vice President Craig Burnett 
said during the conference call. 

But Intel does not see much of a market for the huge 
machines beyond a few government agencies, he said. 

The Energy Department will pay Intel about $50 
million for the machine under terms of a contract set in 
September 1995. 

Burnett said there was a “reasonable” market for 
intermediate-sized parallel processing supercomputers 
using the company’s Pentium Pro chips. 

But the*Energy Department an’cl White House offi- 
cials said they could see super computers of the highest 
speeds used in a host of scientific and industrial appli- 
cations. 

“There are a lot of other things in our economy that 
require this...weather forecasting, sequencing the hu- 
man genome,” said John Gibbons, director of the White 
House office for science and technology policy, calling 
the development “a major milestone” in computing. 
[End quoting] 

Can you begin to see how the Elite can keep minute 
track of the hundreds of millions of people in the 
United States? 

This was probably already obsolete technology as 
of a decade ago (or much longer)-knowing how the 
Elite hold back up-to-date technology. 

GUARDIAN “DOG” ANGEL 

From ANGELS ON EARTH, Premiere Issue. 
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512, 
[quoting:] 

When our son Danny was 11, he was a newspaper 
carrier, up and out at 4:30 a.m. When 1 told him that 
his father and I worried about his safety at that hour, he 
said, “Mom, don’t you know God walks with me?” 
Each morning a beautiful collie greeted Danny at the 
beginning of his route and accompanied him the whole 
way, then disappeared. We don’t know where the dog 
came from; no one in our neighborhood owned a collie. 
On Sunday mornings-when his father took him in the 
car to deliver the thick edition-the collie didn’t show. 
How did that dog know he could take Sundays off? 
Because there are angels in this world, and one was a 
beautiful collie. -Mary Morris Dobrick, Cypress, 
California [End quoting] 

John Schroepfer Remembered 

Reflection On Passages 
And Underlying Choices 

12/24/96 #l HATONN so completely bind a man’s very existence7 Do we 
simply WAIT until ALL the players are dead and gone? 

CHRISTMAS EVE Will George Green be relieved at this passage? Per- 
IN THE MORNING... haps, but I wouldn’t think so for the notes held by John 

were issued by George Green personally and there are 
Ah, but it is Christmas Eve in the Evening in some two sets of original documents along with checks made 

other parts of the .world, so how DO we count? Or, do out TO George Green from Schroepfers. The “origi- 
we,make too big a to-do.over counting as in the tick- nal” documents were stolen from John at the time 
tack of a clock or the rising/setting of a sun’billions of Greens moved to Nevada but Patricia Young produced 
miles off shore? a full set of original documents that she said she had 

What will come forth before the midnight tolls this been asked to hold. Also, in deposition with Doris, 
night? You cannot know, can you? You can always, at Horton presented seven pages of notes signed by George 
best, plan and hope that plans are fulfilled. Green while trying to say “dharma” did the signatures 

I . and didn’t remember. This got dropped like a VERY 
I% JOHN SCHROEPFER hot potato when it didn’t fly. So, the documents exist 

Was anyone with John when he made his transi- 
and it is why Green has done every nasty thing he can 
do up to now to get rid of those notes, even to having 

tion? Of course! Noone ever makes the transition from Abbott and Horton continue to even name John in their 
one dimension to another without a guide. Wouldn’t it own cases and at least establish Eleanor as some kind 
be wonderful if we could speak on those things instead of conservator over John-which has never been accu- 
of the nasties of the world? Is it not ever so much more rate. She may well have been named but her son (who 
worthy to know of LIFE than of bodies which only last hated John) was the “in fact” prison warden over John’s 
for such a short period of days? person while in the prison of an Alzheimer’s Center. 

More important to Dharma this morning is, “What So, in response to, “What can I do?” Dharma, YOU 
do we do now in order that honor is offered to this can’t DO anything-for it is up to the next of kin. 
lonely soul?” Well, we DO whatever unfolds as appro- Friends of John can certainly have a gathering in 
priate to do and John’s SOUL IS NOT LONELY! A memory and in honor of John, but responsibility for 
man who has separated so far from his family, however, body funeralizing is up to relations and the law is the 
as to have no contact with them until death separates law is the law. I marked this file reference as a general 
them even further, while George Green and Brigade are writing because you all must learn that love, sharing, 
still trying to get everything from him for their ongoing caring, and GOD may well be the intent of SOUL, but 
personal activities, is quite terrible, it seems. I tried to LAWS take over when the soul leaves the body. Must 
warn the caretakers that time was very short for this you grieve and weep over a body? Can you not RE- 
person and we are grateful that he was in a medical JOICE at the total freedom achieved by this man who 
setting and getting excellent care at his departure. has walked such a sad journey these past four years? He 

Zita is not doing well either and must get into a had a GOOD life with friends during this time, but 
medical setting also so that she can be more personally generally John’s life fell apart with the dastardly ac- 
attended by a physician. We take one step at a time and tions of those people trying to take everything he had 
help where we can and, dear ones, that is ALL anyone and managed to do so for they took his property and, 
can do for anyone else in any circumstance. There are even after being ordered to return it-did not. They 
so many people down and helpless from this “flu” even took his pension for a while and when a man loses 
passing around that it is all but impossible to keep the everything and cannot control his own life-stream, the 
already sick from getting sicker. When the stomach desire for living ceases. 
rejects intake, however, there MUST be hydration and You do not live in a kind or gentle world, friends, 
nutrition offered by a bypass method or the body weak- and transitions will be many as managed diseases take 
ens so much that the electrolytes get so unbalanced as their toll. We can only thank God constantly for the 
to cause cardiac arrests in some persons. blessings and Grace bestowed upon each and all for no 

Dharma was feeling quite depressed this morning man knows the contract of another nor the agreements 
and told E.J. and Rick that she finally understood the between that one and God. For “another” there can 
old saying of “let the dead bury the dead” because today only be offered LOVE, respect, reverence and, then, 
she feels quite dead, especially between the ears. release. After this is offered, accepted or denied accep- 

What you precious, precious children do not yet tance, then there is only “let go and let God”. There is 
understand, or at the least, comprehend, is that LIFE something else you will learn as we advance along the 
begins at passage as in the case of John -not ends. paths of learning and that is that “age” in itself has 
John had given up his desire for living in this empty NOTHING to do with death. No one dies of “age” but 
shell where not even his most personal affairs were ever rather, of failures of other “systems” within the body. 
managed and more and more he was physically depen- Even a baby, if genetically imperfect, can have failure 
dent upon others instead of feeling fit enough to work and body death. The greatest minds in all of historical 
at his occupation of his career experience. data are those who have advanced years to allow for 

How can this atrocity of abuse by the legal system LEARNING, hopefully through advanced acquiring of 
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wisdom and reason. A mind unused, however, is a necessary a confrontation as is being birthed. are between self and God. 
sorry thing, for unused a brain and a mind withers and There are several people who will be “making By the way, the celebration of “Jesus” Christ’s 
loss of mind is far worse than loss of living tissue. excuses” for the neglecting of attention to a passing birth should most certainly be in your calendar year, 
Sometimes, however, as with such as John, the mind friend, relative or even a stranger. I did not say August. I remind you that, however, Isaac Newton was 
takes leave-to find rest and peace and the body simply “reasons” for reasons are not necessary to offer-ex- born on December 25, but I don’t notice much being 
follows on with ceasing function. This kind of passage cuses are there to “excuse” yourself from participation made of the event. When you celebrate things for the 
is gentle and peaceful and the Soul simply detaches when you know you should have done more -and this convenience of the commercial setting, you must real- 
and ascends ‘to its proper level of placement for its is true of friends as well as acquaintances. YQU, for ize that accuracy of events is lost. And, when one lie 
further journeys. instance, can do NOTHING more for the departed, piles upon another-the entire event is questionable as 

. John continually demanded audience with’ the either soul or body. Would John, for instance, have had to accuracy. So enjoy that which IS and stop trying to 
“Council”-fine, now ‘he’ can get it! Eleanor used to a wonderfully exciting Christmas in a hospice so far pretend it to be something else, for when you come to 
call John a “crazy old man”. No, it was not John who away as to allow no visitors? Is THAT what all of you believe the lie you have no hope of regaining reality of 
was crazy- he knew exactly how things work and oh would wish on this poor lonely and miserable man? purpose. Or, is there something else wrong with the 
how wondrous if others had listened. You cannot control a man’s death any more than you celebration of Christmas? If the coming of the date 

could control his life. Those who helped destroy His causes you to wish to reach out and touch someone, then 
CHRIST ON CHRISTMAS living and sensing self are the ones to bear regret and it is worthy indeed. And if for a brief moment in time 

. 

I find myself quite interested in responses ‘to such 
.guilt; not you who did all you could do to make things you reflect on a tiny child’s birthing-so be it for how 
better in a loving and protecting environment. So be it. wondrous it is. 

incidents as dimensional passages at, say, Christmas I apologize for getting completely off onto the subject I think this writing will be short as interruptions 
time. “How sad.. . ” we hear. Sad? You can’t seem to of transition/translation/ascension, but it seemed a bit are frequent and lengthy and the day rushes past with 
find Christ anywhere else at Christmas Season and appropriate to speak on this topic this morning for this much to do. I can only offer these thoughts to assist you 
what is really meant usually is, “how inconvenient”. state of being comes to EVERYONE. through the times which come as they will so that you 
Grieving is for those left behind-or annoyances at I am going to give you a very short but most can GROW through each experience and glean the 
having to attend funerals when there is “so much to important message and lesson right here: You have no positive energy which is always present in every ex- 
do”. So, don’t! I think it rather appropriate to be with rikhfto’ask, wheti sorrow comes: “Why’didthis hip&-n change. May there be love and friendship in this, your 
Christ on Christmas-if you are truly a Christ-I-AM. fb I&!?” u’nlessjtiu &kk‘tirk same questiokfoi everyjoy holiday season, for it is meant that man experience his 
Beyond the veil of physical sensing is KNOWING and that comes your way! It is wise to reflect [in order] that journey and experience it well. Happiness of a moment 
realization beyond consciousness. THIS WHOLE you find balance-but beyond that it is only good to is but a passing trifle-JOY is that which endures 
TOPIC CAN ONLY BE EXPLAINED THROUGH THE “remember” so that the lessons learned are permanent. forever. Therefore my prayer for each of you is that you 
VERY PRESENTATION OF LIGHT AND .BEING. Forgive, however, all things for: happenings are evalu- have JOY. Salu. 

. . -What I bear .YQU. asking, Dharma, is “accepting ated by perceptions of wrong or right-not actuality. 
responsibility” when a friend has been left without his Let us always remember ‘and occasionally reflect on 12/25/96 #l HATONN 
responsible family members. You may well be sur- passing moments but let us NOT dwell within them lest 
prised at how well responsibility is worn in the mo- we cease to function in the moment which is ALL CHRISTMAS DAY, 
ment of presentation of need-and how duty-bound THERE TRULY IS. Further, in those reflections, allow BUT IS IT MERRY? 
ones become in their moment of guilt and unfinished the GOOD thoughts to bury the bad ones: Leave each 
business of relationships. These of family who have person the BEST LEGACY they can have been. Let “Will there be any tears shed at my passing?” goes 
chosen to disallow relationships to flourish are often each passing being reflect LIGHT and not the dankness the sad cry up from the heart of a person. “Will I have 
finding the only solution to their own feelings of of bad memories living on forever. Let the reflections left a world better for my coming and going?” is the 
sorrow and regret is to accept responsibility. It is a be of the goodness which is within for there IS goodness second thought to pass the. fearful and doubting heart. 
time to reflect on reality of feelings within which is as of some extent in ALL. The “wrongs” accomplished “WHO WILL LOVE ME AND WHO WILL CARE?” the 

mind goes on in its rending pull at ego and then toward 
soul. Ah, but the lessons are for the LIVING, not for 

John Will Be Missed the departed, and note I did say DEPARTED, for after 
the severance of the silver cord, even though the energy 
be present, it is no longer enshrouding the body flesh. 

Unto you a child is born, goes the timeworn cry on 

By His Friends; Christmas Day, on Christmas Day, on Christmas Day- 
in the morning! Well a few days ago a friend, John 
Schroepfer, was reborn in SOUL, released unto God 
and who took notice? Do you realize that, although 

Word was received in Tehachapi on Monday, December 23, 1996 of the passing of 
John Frederick Schroepfer, in Porterville, California. He was born in Visalia, California 
on January 18, 1920, where his father owned and operated a dairy farm. John worked on 
the farm as he was growing up and designed and built a home for the family while he was 

John has a family-% are the only ones to take note of 
this good man’s passage7 

Where are the ones who dumped him in a horror- 
cell in a place of incarceration for the mentally defec- 
tive? Where is the wife John tended who was infirm 

still in high school. In 1941 he graduated from the University of California at Berkeley, and bitter to the extent that the person who was care- 

where he was on the rowing team. He was in the Army during WWII and was in General taker of the parrot has to remove the bird from the room 

MacArthur’s occupation forces in Japan. 
because of the screeching and cursing it learned in 

He was a member of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the Society of 
Schroepfer’s presence? Where is the brother and sister 
who now will not even come to a service at burial of 

Automotive Engineers. He had a distinguished career in the aerospace field, filling lead their brother? Where is the son NAMED for John? He 

positions with Rohr Industries, Ryan Aviation, Fairchild Camera and Instrument, and the said something to the effect,” you guys got him, so now 

Lockheed Companies. He last served as Chief, Reliability Section, at Lockheed’s Space 
he is your problem!” This one doesn’t want anything to 
do with the circumstance, John, and/or refuses to even 

and Missile Division in Sunnyvale, California. He enjoyed telling stories of his experi- help in the expenses of burial-OF HIS OWN FA- 

ences as the director of a large Navy Lab at San Diego, and he designed the engine mounts THER. 

for the C-130, the fuel bellows for the F-14, and was consulted in the early design stages 
Where is George Green? Leon Fort? Ed Cleary? 

Betty Tuten-all who claimed to be a BROTHER and 
of the Stealth planes. deeply caring crusaders to “save John’s money”? IS 

After his retirement he moved to Tehachapi to be near friends, and pursued-his con- THIS what life is, friends? The money is used in 

cern for community by actively engaging in disa,,er preparedness. He was often heard entangled court battles and the carcass is dumped on 

saying, “We have to make sure everybody has enough to eat!” 
the dung-heap of no longer being even worthy of a last 
rite? SHAME is what I see and all the last minute 

As his health declined in recent years, he made his home.with friends. On Monday, just excuses are of no merit. I see what I see and I want you 

after he .waS bathed and dressed and seated in a comfortable lounge chair, “Big John” of my local team to SEE HOW IT IS WITHOUT THE 

slipped gently away to go on to a larger life. He is survived by many loving friends. SHAM OF PRETENSE. 
Big John was a BIG man, a secure man-a man who 

. . ., - Audrey attended a screeching and infirm wife for many YEARS. 
.?.T.i L ;‘i‘,‘-. L’.‘L’.!.k~. w”dl’e’Lc’L’a’;‘- ‘:‘. 2.2,’ :: ,,.. .*,. * _ .a . . 
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She ended up trying to kill him so that she and her step- that you are now reading clearly the ANSWER. And, want this set aside, please, for things are going to start 
son could collect his assets. This man turned his trust furthermore, thank you for leaving THE WAY to God moving pretty quickly as we clear out the old year and 
to George Green a few years back to be used in the in HIS INFINITE WISDOM. begin some new adventures. I would also like for some 
Institute-but some of the “notes” produced at a depo- Never mind where you might be next Christmas- background information to be available regarding 
sition are for funds never turned over to the Institute- where are you TODAY? Let us serve today and that “Brown’s gas”, etc., so that it can also be inputted at an 
or, the opposition blundered in producing too many which will come will be fine. You KNOW that you are original meeting as to possibilities. In return for 
documents in their express efforts to claim “Doris” in the final years of accomplishment of the PLAN 2000 sharing with US, we share with them. You need to 
forged signatures. Patricia Young had a set of original as set forth for the taking total control of the globe. consider a WORLD market place because you can see 
documents, now residing with the CLC, that had been Therefore, it is expected that many still hidden accom- what bindings there are on the old U.S.A. 
given to her “to hide” until further notice would be plishments have to be made by the adversary. That does Make sure Simon in S.A. realizes these magnifi- 
given for their use. And yes indeed, Green claims the NOT mean that all will be terrible for all God’s chilluns. cent possibilities in business accomplishments because 
Ekkers are swindlers and scam artists. This should not You can work among the enemy’s field-hands without what you will have is a replacement for carbon-based 
be a good day for Mr. Green. Death brings confronta- becoming a field-hand for the Devil. I personally think fuels and it will come in a most respectable manner for 
tion in many ways, and when a man doesn’t die from it was nice to put A KNOWN FRIEND of ours into the all concerned. It truly is NOT for the grabbers so keep 
“murder by mental crucifixion” as intended in this Head of the United Nations station. Out of Africa may it out of the hands of attorneys-PLEASE. This is a gift 
case, the FACTS emerge to SHAME the snatchers and well come to mean more than a Robert Redford movie. to Mankind and somebody is going to make a full mint 
snitchers. And, for that matter, “Long live the Greeks!” with of value to selves. Let it flow to the world, please, and 

THIS is the lesson for all of you readers! A man has their own long set-aside contacts. You just never can not into attorneys pockets to be a source of harassment 
made passage from death into LIFE, and those who tell-can you? Some of you who continue to refuse to forever. A handshake will have to again become the 
claimed to love and only serve his affairs have run like recognize the “confirmations” perhaps need a spank- bond of a man’s word, and so should it be for oaths and 
rats from a sinking ship. Wow, where is all that ing? Did everyone witness our ship last evening? Ah, contracts are things in expectation of the breaking. If 
unconditional LOVE? And, will Abbott and Horton we showed our blue lights in flashing brilliance for the you can’t get this simple concept then you have no 
simply continue to use poor John in their cases-they blue-white light of total LIGHT is represented therein. RIGHT to go forth in ANY business. 
never stopped doing so before he died even though he God is never more than a THOUGHT away, as is Do you have “time” for all this? OF COURSE. 
had no connections whatsoever. REALITY. No, I did NOT say you have to have Brown, nor do 

How will these people LIE their way through Christ- There are myriads of responses and exchanges I say you have to have ANYONE else-we just need to 
mas Day this day? Shame upon you who USED this worthy of mention but some have more meaning than allow these things to unfold and watch the ones who 
good man for your own purposes for your names are others in our task achievements. One son called last already give forth false information so that you are not 
written in blood of this departed friend and the stain evening to find out if Doris is in jail or free because of somehow trapped within their circles of misinforma- 
shall NOT be removed. I have waited until this Christ- the impending petition of adversaries to have her incar- tion. “On wings of Eagles shall come forth Truth,” so 
mas Day to write about this in detail so there would be cerated for writing on LIGHT, etc. Another called from the promise goes! So, the next question might well 
ample opportunity to spread the word of John’s death so Greece to tell of most interesting evolvements and to be-‘&Are our wings strong enough?” YES INDEED! 
all involved WOULD KNOW. Whatever karmic debts tell Doris to keep right on doing what she is doing Please note what some people actually do as they try 
John might have considered his “lot” are now paid in “please”. There are dozens of messages stating that no to claim unto themselves the rightfully public owner- 
full as he serves in a moment of truth for MANY. matter WHAT happens it is recognized that it is part of ship of great men’s work, as they came before. It is 
Whatever might have been John’s doubts or strange God’s own PLAN 2000. In this perception we can make especially seen in the work on “free energy” devices as 
ideas-he NEVER failed to recognize GOD and he it through the hard times quite nicely. Please realize the work on LIGHT and motion, as was presented in its 
KNEW TRUTH that reached beyond the veil and be- that it takes as much love, care and attention to send us more deadly potential form by Tesla, is tampered, taken 
yond the church wherein songs of great beauty and these messages FROM YOU as it does to continue our as new inventions, etc., by all ones, and especially 
salvation are spewed from the lips as would any chant work here. Can you see that there is no separation other those CLAIMING to be working FOR mankind and 
represent ritual spouted forth in child’s games. than in task perceptions? YOU are the fuel that keeps planet. No, they are FIRST working for self ego and 

How many will gather in churches this day AFTER our engines running. financial gain-no matter what they tell otherwise. Is 
the show-and-tell of opening pretty packages trans- I ask Bob to please compile a presentation regard- it not time to stop letting these snipes get away with 
ferred back and forth like bounty to be returned or ing his “motor” for a meeting with Bananas Inc. on their actions? If Doris has to spend some time in jail to 
exchanged at the stores tomorrow? So, do I want you to their CEO’s next planned visit to the States. I don’t stop it in the very annals of God, then so be it. We have 
feel sadness at loving the Holiday Season? NO! I DO 
NOT! ! I want you to LOOK at what you do and why you 
do it, for the Christmas you have come to know is the 
time of children’s dreams and fantasies. However, it is 
the time of confronting SOUL for ye never know when 
transition is the call of the day-FOR YOU. 

-. 

There are more suicides and pain at this time of 
year than in all the other months combined. There is a 
franticness to “reclaim” something by adults, that never 
was present except in a “wishing” mind. And, the 
adversary laughs all the way to the bank! I only ask that 
you look within and see what is REALLY there and 
then let us all move on. Let us give reverence and, then, 
let us move on. 

May we who remain in watching the unfolding of 
such divergent feelings, anger, spite and non-caring 
involvements, remain able to call in the LIGHT to shine 
upon this passage and may peace be brought into the 
hearts of men. May realization of self-status be granted 
to those who choose to deny life-attachments for theirs 
will be pain in the ongoing hate-filled lingerings of 
memory. Do not, however, dump ALL within the 
assumption of one. I don’t care how long John’s ashes 
sit in our place for John is very much alive and well and 
in far better positioning NOW than ever before and you 
will come to realize as much. And, NO, nothing will 
ever be “routine” in our expressing and this is but one 
realization of same. God works HIS mysterious miracles 
in very strange ways sometimes! And please note, 
friends, that we are clearing up a lot of loose ends which 
have continued to tie knots in our every effort at course 
direction. 

Please realize that “the call compels the answer” 
and a LOT of you are constantly CALLING-and I find 
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faced harder things when we consider the overall whole. 
When full efforts are given to blowing out the 

candles of truth instead of lighting new ones, you ERR. 
I am intrigued by attitudes and at your shock as you 

are presented with mouth-opening things such as 
“Higher Forms of Killing” as presented in a book by 
Robert Harris and Jeremy Paxman. Is it not so much 
more important to know about “Higher Forms of LIV- 
ING”? In this Christmas Season-please consider 
these thoughts for the clock is ticking wildly in these 
final days of this millennium. Don’t, please, be caught 
with your clock already run-down simply because it 
needed winding. And, I suggest you ALL (each) get a 
wind-up clock that needs winding every day to give of 
you its time recordings-for batteries can go dead and 
SHALL go dead from time to time in the days to come! 

That would have been a good Christmas gift? Well, 
try the after-Christmas sales for a better price on old 
Big Ben. I further suggest you start working toward 
solar powered “brains” because electromagnetic equip- 
ment is also going to fail from time to time. An electric 
mixer, for instance, is going to mix very little when the 
electricity is NOT. Have yoti ever tried to listen to an 
audio tape without power to the play-back equipment? 

These are things to think upon on this Christmas 
day of presents and exchange. God gives and regives 
and therefore you can know that that which is abound- 
ing on your place is NOT of God, but rather, the 
trappings of Men. To live in fullness of experience- 
you need BOTH. First we crawled and then we walked 
our stumbling steps-NOW WE KNOW, WE ARE OFF 
AND RUNNING! We no longer accept or expect that 
the Adversary wins just because he is meaner and 
bigger. We take control of every fragment of our lives 

which proves our destiny and, when we do this--the 
unfolding becomes quite different in presentation. We 
create that which we want to create and the destroyers 
are left without ability to create. They are left with the 
dregs of leftiover ill-intent and misinformation. Why 
should YOU lock yourself within their traps laid for 
themselves? 

May the beauty of THIS DAY shine far further than 
the limitations of a Santa Claus or even the perception 
of celebration over that of which you are no longer sure. 
And in that realization, may we honor those willing 
spirits who came to serve and teach, i.e. the John 
Schroepfers of the world. These are the fundamental 
lessons which give and regive forever. 

Blessings rest upon the realization of Truth and, 
yes, abundance, that you don’t miss the gifts. Salu. 

12/29/96 #l HATONN 

JOHN SCHROEPFER 
REMEMBERING 

I ask that this day be dedicated to the memory of our 
beloved brother, John. May his name be listed high on 
our list of Teachers who gave greatly that all the rest of 
us might GROW. 

How does this happen? How does anyone make 
mother GROW? All things are connected and in that 
interconnection all things contribute to the whole in 
production of opportunities, scenarios in which choices 
are made and actions are taken, and above all, each life 
offers another the opportunity to GO WITHIN and 
CHOOSE attitudes, perceptions and perspectives. We 
find that each passage offers us, if they touch us physi- 

Remembering John 
12/26/96 RICK MARTIN 

May God bless John with clarity of mind in his continuing journey. 
I knew a far different John than the one seeh at recent Sunday meetings. I knew a John 

who was always quick to offer a helping hand when needed. I remember one time when my 
old Chevy Nova was acting up and I drove by John’s house and mentioned it to him. Without 
a moment’s hesitation John rolled up his sleeves, opened up his garage and began looking for 
his socket wrenches. He then proceeded to tear into my car’s engine to see what was wrong. 

Another strong image I have of John is with food. John would often travel to Bakersfield 
or into the valley to buy various kinds of.food-not for himself, but for others. It seems like 
I used to perpetually see John offering a fresh bag of local oranges to me, always with a smile 
on his face. 

John had a very strong practical sense of spiritual things. I have never known a man who 
believed so much in the power of prayer. John was also able to intervene into events (even in 
the political arena) by projecting himself (physically-astrally) when most people had never even heard 
of the term, much less how to do such a thing, which comes from a sense of deep concern. 

There was far more to John than met the outward eye. We all remember him, of course, 
for his unrelenting concern for his Mercedes automobile. Yet, to a certain extent, who could 
blame him? John had worked hard at his professional engineering craft and had earned 
everything he had, the hard way! And before the vultures came in, he had a lot, but was 
ultimately stripped bare by some very greedy, small-minded buzzards. 

The facts are, John’s friends and “real” family were here in Tehachapi. PeopIe here gave 
back to John in generous offering. I will never forget going to John and Eleanor’s house in 
1988-89, sitting in the living room, when suddenly there was an ear-piercing shriek: “JOHN! 
JOHN!” The screeching was emanating from the stressed-out, feather-plucked parrot that 
John loved so dearly. The bird. had learned, throubll many years of living with them both, to 
emulate the strident screams of Eleanor to John. 

I want to ask something of John now: “John, now that you are where you are, put in yqur 
personal petition to the Grand Council to get us some help so that we may complete that 
which has been started.” Thank you, and enjoy exploring this new road of freedom upon 
which you now walk-Lighted as it is by God and the good wishes of many loving friends. 

tally, an opportunity to serve goodness, darkness and/ 
or fence-sit. Most just continue to fence-sit while 
washing hands of any possible involvement which may 
interrupt an otherwise boring day. 

How many of us left it to “others” to see to John’s 
passage, dignity in the transition process, and final 
appropriations? Well, Audrey and Eric have earned 
stars in their crowns as we sorted through the morass of 
uncaring family and indifferent attachments. Did they 
mumble about “why me”? Did they say, “Well, it’s no 
longer my problem”? No, they did what was necessary 
in the midst of disappointing insults and back-turning. 
They did it in spite of the spiteful and hateful things 
that even John shouted at them in his final time among 
friends. 

Ah, but is this a eulogy to Audrey? No, it is an 
appreciation for Audrey which each of us should con- 
sider very, very carefully. Do you have any idea how 
difficult it is to make arrangements for a final resting 
place and circumstance for a human person when the 
family refuses to participate and makes clear that no 
“funds” will be forthcoming to even purchase a flower 
to rest on the coffin? And whether or not you ones like 
to consider this truth--the SOUL is present for a long 
time in witnessing that which takes place in the depar- 
ture processing. The departure process is that time 
period of sequenced events that allows a being to 
process and appraise a life journey, discharge that 
which must be stored as data, evaluate exchange sites 
and generally relocate. Or, did you think it was just 
wham, bam, thank you, ma’am, and away we go? 

*** 

I am going to do something today that I have never 
done in this gathering place. I am going to ask those 
who can to advance a few dollars, which are shortfall, 
to cover the outstanding expenses of John’s funeral 
arrangements. I don’t mean cookies and punch; I mean 
actual expenses which are outstanding at the mortuary 
and for transportation of John’s physical remains, and 
just as a temporary help to the conservators who are 
some dollars short until other funding can either be 
arranged or forgotten. John has some zillion years of 
service in high places of employment and should have 
insurance, etc., but without family help in next-of-kin 
relationships, the conservator has to do what he can. It 
would help greatly if you present would just offer a 
couple of dollars or so to help temporarily. I will have 
to ask Audrey what is the shortfall but I see that it is not 
a great sum and no more than necessary for immediate 
use is even desired-perhaps the sum you would ordi- 
narily offer in flowers ,which are now unnecessary- 
after the fact. 

Everything is tied up in litigation, bless Green’s 
heart, and Ekkers simply can’t carry it all from their 
Social Security and neither can Audrey and Eric. In 
fact, we would prefer to handle this as always, as a 
temporary LOAN until John’s own last Social Security 
and pension funds can be settled. 

Readers, this petition is for the ones in this location 
who might wish to participate but when we print what 
we write here, it becomes impossible to remove, nor do 
we wish to, our local conversations. YOU are as much 
a team member as anyone here but the needs are imme- 
diate and therefore we have to petition to the ones 
present. Perhaps we can extepd the Christmas Spirit of 
LOVE just a few days more. Thank you. I believe that 
the Law Center is working with conservators, so per- 
haps Mr. Dixon or Karen, or even Audrey, would be 
happy to handle the IOUs. And yes, sincerely, we DO 
believe it will only be for a short while but we would 
appreciate no usury, please. 

Now, in addition, it is necessary to enter Any out- 
standing costs assumed in John’s care. By this I mean 
such things as the cost of furnishing and providing an 
apartment, vehicles, etc., while John was getting settled 
before moving into care facilities. In the care facilities 
there are extra things for repairs, replacements. of 
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carpets and such to which John caused personal dam- 
ages and necessitated replacement. This is going to, in 
some instances, come to several thousands of dollars 
and, in one instance, some $6,500. This NEEDS to be 
entered to allow the conservator to settle John’s affairs. 
THAT is why a court conservator was appointed and 
paid for services. There are large legal fees outstand- 
ing, as well, but those will be handled in a more 
appropriate manner than today’s “business”. And we 
will not overlook the prior loans made to the “Friends 
of John” fund when it comes settlement time for the 
conservator. 

*** 

Dr. Overholt knew John Schroepfer the longest of 
anyone here and shared much with John prior to ever 
hearing about “us”. My hope is that any discomfort in 
John’s final days will not distort the original friend- 
ship, for as LIFE impacts each of us we find conflicts 
to be ever so much more damaging to fragile “feelings”. 
We all, who know John’s story, can recognize that a 
normal young man would probably have had a mental 
breakdown or committed suicide at facing such incred- 
ible pressures as were on John in his last five to ten 
years. Most of us don’t do too well at a day of problem-’ 
facing, to which Al himself can attest. Even MURDER 
was attempted on John’s being in order for departed 
associates to get his assets. If you all knew all about 
this circumstance you would have found John to be 
incredibly clear and functional. HOW WOULD YOU 
HOLD UP UNDER SUCH PRESSURES? 

You look at living and you look at dying and THE 
GREAT MYSTERY looms ever so large before you. 
What is life and what is death? NOTHING. LIFE is 
that which you move INTO, not OUT OF. YOU are not 
the flesh body of self. However, at transition there IS 
a period of adjustment of Spirit (soul). There is NO 
adjustment period for body and the soul of that body 
couldn’t care less what YOU do with it. YOU remain- 
ing in physical form are the ones that have to face the 
flesh/physical aspect of “another’s” passage. Some 
people actually deliberately take their physical lives 
just to cause one of YOU to have to attend the mess left 
behind. 

At the time of transition, however, the Soul is able 
to judge intents and witness that which is outstanding 
in “debts”, or in actual relationships-without the lies 
of the parties remaining. By this I mean that an 
individual witnesses, and has to confront, all relation- 
ships in order to assess status. Is it not hard, do you 
suppose, to have to face REALITY in knowing that you 
are not worthy of so much as a call-back from a son, a 
denial of all connections by a brother, and so on down 
the line of relatives and even from those who tried to get 
your assets? Ah, but you can KNOW these latter ones 
will continue to try to strip every last thing, including 
the dignity, of the deceased. When you have those who 
try to do so in life, just watch what happens at death. 

Why do I speak of these things at a “eulogy”, when 
everyone is supposed to gush’and squeak about “what a 
nice Joe this was”? Because I bring TRUTH and the 
facts are that a so-called death is only another BEGIN- 
NING for the departing being. John is much more 
“around” this place THIS DAY than he ever was in his 
physical form. And he needs to be honored for the great 
opportunities he gave freely to all of us who were, yes, 
privileged to share a bit of his journey. 

John had some wondrous tales to share and most 
ones siniply tossed them aside as outrageous and crazy 
talk. No, they were REAL and you were not. John grew 
to he confused between the REALITY HE KNEW and 
the experience of his imprisoned mind. He finally 
could see no hope of ever again merging fully, the two, 
and even if he could do so, his physical body could no 
longer serve him well. At this point a decision is made, 
considered, and honored. 

John often demanded of me to tell him exactly 
“where the tynnels are” for he peeded access, storage 

space for food and supplies for you, his friends, and he 
knew they are present. They are, and now he knows 
where, EXACTLY, they are. Too late to help? No, just 
keep listening, you who discount the possibilities. 

Anyone moving on with the Angels of LIGHT nre in 
for wondrous new and remembered experiences. The 
ones who move on. with the dark imps of the next 
dimension are going to wish they had NOT. John 
moved with HIS angels so you are still the ones at 
disadvantage. 

Ah yes, BUT, life goes on for the remaining 
undeparted and responsibilities, love, fun, relationships 
and ongoing “living” must be attended and, preferably, 
in a state of JOY. Since this is TRUE, why do YOU 
push the river’s flow? 

I asked some of you to write while Dharma is under 
fire for serving me and I needed a respite for her to 
regroup and be able to confront the next line of attack. 
I DID NOT ASK YOU TO BECOME PSYCHICS AND 
FORTUNE TELLERS TO OTHERS WHO ATTEND 
YOUR DIRECTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS. Be care- 
ful in either the receiving or the offering of such input 
and be VERY CAREFUL NOT TO CALL THE IN- 
STRUCTIONS “HATONN’S” FOR I DO NOT FOR- 
TUNE TELL NOR DO I URGE RELATIONSHIPS IN 
ONE WAY OR ANOTHER. 

You who are freshly involved in relationships- 
WHAT IS YOUR ALL-FIRED HURRY? Is it sex; is it 
a show of commitment? What is your problem? Can 
you not first find if you are stable and capable of 
standing ALONE before you move into relationships in 
which you have no knowledge or input on short term 
recognition? Move carefully, slowly, do your indi- 
vidual jobs, live wherever you want to live (together if 
possible) and yet live in RESPONSIBLE COMMIT- 
MENT, not with some State certificate of contract 
waiting to be broken one piece at a time. 

Rick isn’t here today so I can share that, by this 
time, he was involved and “in love” some four times 
prior to now, and had he ventured off into that marriage 
state, he would have broken all four contracts. I repeat 
the question: WHAT IS YOUR ALL-FIRED HURRY? 

Love is a total commitment without any attach- 
ments or conditions as to contractual living. Can’t you 
let that grow prior to doing silly things which are then 
difficult for responsible parties to UNDO? Can you not 
enjoy the growing together as friends first and then the 
final arrangements as to attachments CAN BE FINAL. 
What you do about your physical relationships is up to 
you, always with both parties in front of mind in 

/ 

- 

responsible actions. Can you not, publicly if necessary 
to your inner comfort, make a commitment without all 
the trappings? Or, make the commitment, have the 
trappings of a SPECIAL DAY, and then let the river 
flow on its own? BE PATIENT for only in unfolding 
sequence of events can you KNOW how it will come to 
pass. 

When you become a “team” without the bindings- 
then, and only then, can you experience freedom in 
relationships. Most people put on the handcuffs and 
shackles and THEN wonder what the Hell went wrong. 
When you cease to USE one another, you can have the 
freedom of a wondrous team in harness, for living, not 
in shackles for contractual foolishness. 

Homosexual partners are totally without “reason” 
for LOVE has naught to do with physical interchange 
in a s’exual fashion. Those activities are exactly what 
they are called, sexuality and sexual intercourse of all 
sorts and ridiculous fashion. LOVE IS THE BOND 
WHICH IS ABSOLUTE, FILLED WITH RESPECT 
AND REVERENCE, and NEEDS NO CONTRACT. 

Share with your friends the joy of a relationship 
and be patient in the growing of that relationship and 
then, only then, can you at the right sequence of events, 
realize open freedom of choices. What, pray tell me, is 
wrong with two people, of the same sex or opposing sex, 
living under one roof with or without chaperone? What 
nonsense! It seems to me quite intelligent to share 
expenses, work load, cleaning and tidying, cooking and 
SHARING COMPANIONSHIP AND CARE. 

GOD only requests RESPONSIBILITY in all things. 
A contract, from its very nature-is a paper to be 
BROKEN apart and ripped asunder. If a married 
couple has the right relationship, that piece of paper 
was and is unimportant except to remember a com- 
memoration day which in itself is usually used to 
torment the OTHER HALF. If he/she forgets, God 
forbid. 

If you can’t work out your sharing arrangements 
without a contract, you DO NOT HAVE READINESS 
FOR A BIGGER STATE CONTRACT. If you find it 
necessary for your arrangements to suit self, children or 
anyone, based on anything but LOVE, RESPONSIBIL- 
ITY, AND MUTUAL AGREEMENT, then DON’T put 
on the cuffs linking you together for there will only be 
heck to pay at some time, such as death separation. 

John Schroepfer had to leave the physical plane 
with his own bondage unresolved. Is that what you 
seek? Of course not, so again, what is your all-fired 
hurry in binding up one another into captivity7 Do you 
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fear another will come and you will lose your “chosen 
or accepted” mate to another? Well, let me warn you 
that a marriage certificate does not hamper that reality 
one iota. You may have the other party bound-but you 
will NOT bind the love. 

Why take this day of all days, while honoring John, 
to speak of these things? Because of the circumstances 
at departure of one JOHN SCHROEPFER. There are 
thousands of you out there working through relation- 
ships, either out of them, into them, through them, 
hating them, loving them, arguing over them, being 
hurt this day or that, for this or that attitude of the 
other-and generally ignoring the fact that LOVE and 
MAGNETISM TOWARD ANOTHER are NOT IDEN- 
TICAL, but only a perception usually based on pretty 
blind hearts. If it is LOVE IN TRUTH, it WILL 
ALWAYS BE LOVE. If it is not, it needs to be known 
and that takes experience through myriads of events. 
Some of you think you need approval of ones you 
respect, such, frankly, as myself. I approve. I can see 
pitfalls in per&ma1 relationships but even if I point 
them out-you will not wish to accept them from me, at 
any rate. Most will tell me right up front what they 
have done or plan to do and thus and so. That is to 
prevent me from entering objective input. 

This, unfortunately, comes not just with relation- 
ships but with dimensional change as well. John, for 
instance, says to me, “I’m going to leave this defective 
place and what do you think of that, Sir?” What can I 
think about that? In John’s instance it seemed like 

probably a good idea and, after all, IT IS HIS DECI- 
SION! He suggested that if he waited for the law to 
settle his affairs, he would undoubtedly be into his 
post-century years and his legs already wouldn’t hold 
him erect. 

By the way, I do not like the term “Angel of Death”. 
There are Angels of LIFE and Angels of Transition, as 
well as Angels or Energies of incarceration. There is 
not even death of the flesh body! There is ONLY 
CHANGE. 

I am told by the “experts” that death is that which 
happens when the brain dies and energy departs. Ah, 
but energy NEVER DEPARTS. The cells change after 
they first become static and then a reversal of structur- 
ing takes place and the process is ongoing until once 
again the elemental status of the physical is exchanged 
into elements and energy of a different variety, and 
then it really reactivates itself. Even during the brief 
periods of rest (voidance) there is activity even if it be 
in microscopic change as things move into either re- 
lease or dormancy or whatever. THAT, however, is no 
longer any CONCERN to the departed SOUL MIND. 

“Well,” I often hear, “you don’t know how these 
things touch us as ongoing humans.” Don’t I? What is 
it that YOU know that is so much more valid than my 
own experience7 What do you know about anything 
beyond that veil? Is not your opinion simply THAT- 
your opinion? How many of you see John sitting in that 
chair usually reserved for him? Well, HE IS THERE- 
WHERE ARE YOU? 

ORDER NOW From New Gaia 

ii 

Colloidal Titanium (GAIA Ti-22) $20 202, 

Colloidal Copper (GAIA Cu=29) $10 202. 

Colloidal DHEA (GAIA DHEA) $20 202. 
4 

Golloidal Multi4itamin & Mineral (GAIA VITE) $10 !OZ, 

Poslin Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

Rare Earth Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 
Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the 

newly created, mutated viruses carried by the specialized 
parasites. Call for a free catalog. 

A most funny thing happens to you physical beings 
as you move on toward living, and pass through these 
experiences and I can share some as examples. 

Dharma and E.J., in planning for this day-RE- 
MEMBER BACK to what John used to like most. He 
liked coming from his prior residence to spend time at 
their house. E. J. even made a road in back so that John 
could park on the living-room level so that Eleanor 
would not have to go up and down the stairs. John liked 
nothing better than the evenings with pizza, wine or 
coffee, and cookies. He was a “cookie monster” and he 
would always bring cookies from his treks back and 
forth-from his favorite bakery. I’m glad that Dharma 
has insisted on having cakes and a bit of social inter- 
change for these months for it allows you to enjoy one 
another briefly while you are living in the ability to 
partake physically and not just witness. John will be 
just as happy to witness now for he enjoyed, more than 
most of you, the treats. We honor where and when we 
can and then, friends, we RELEASE unto GOD that 
which GOD has reclaimed for a new adventure. Only 
GOD and JOHN can review and judge, discern, and 
evaluate service, so how nice that all we have to do is 
offer respect and RELEASE a friend, be it relative by 
blood or simply attachment through the chance encoun- 
ters of evolvement. The term “chance” is ill-chosen but 
it presents the “idea” I hope to offer. There are only 
“choosings”, not “chances”. 

My hope is that in having opportunity to speak 
more of LIVING IN PHYSICAL ATTACHMENTS that 
it is not embarrassing to anyone reading or listening 
for, after all, YOU are stuck with living in this environ- 
ment and the ones already departed do not NEED the 
lessons. The better you live and the more responsibly 
you experience- the fewer “changes” are required of 
you in passage. John, of all people present, knew as 
much and found it to be “too late smart” and had to 
make passage in loneliness and with a heavy heart. 
Perhaps that with which I might end this appropriately 
is to ask all of you-again. WHAT IS YOUR ALL- 
FIRED HURRY? And KNOW something: John doesn’t 
have “time” to hang around and dally with you longer. 

In love and appreciation I share that which we can 
share, cherish the things we can share and, always, in 
infinite LOVE as with the LOVE OF GOD, I salute you 
and I offer humble respect, appreciation, and gradua- 
tion to a humble STUDENT. Because JOHN WAS, he 
shall exist for all time. And someday, in the long ahead 
events, shall come some readings and someone will 
ask, as with John of Revelation, JOHN WHO? Ah, is 
not life a passing and interesting thing? 

Good morning, and may the life you SAVE be your 
own, for it cannot be otherwise. Salu. 
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Corporation Formation-Structure, Part I 
12126196 CORT CHRISTIE 

We will now take alook at just what makes 
up a corporation and how the components of 
a corporation come together. As we move 
through this next section, keep in mind that 
there is a flow and a process to setting up a 
corporation and that everything that the cor- 
poration is doing needs to be properly docu- 
mented. This section has been compiled in 
the order of just how a corporation comes to 
life. From its birth to its first breath and then 
on to crawling and walking. Keep in mind 
that everything that is happening is giving 
this corporation its own identity and its proof 
of existence. 

Name: After the decision has been made 
to incorporate, the next step is to name your 
new creation. This question can be as simple 
as the first thing that pops into your head to 
spending days figuring out “THE NAME”. The 
amount of thought you put into aname should 
depend exactly on how you plan to use your 
corporation. 

If your corporation was created to protect 
you and to give you privacy, you obviously 
would not want to go with “YOUR NAME, 
INC.” If you 

Real Estate, Inc. the impression is that this 
corporation is a large company that deals in 
real estate. For instance, when you were to 
approach a seller to buy property, you would 
say that “I’m Jim Johnson and I’m an agent 
for..... and my client is interested in your 
property”. This cangive you agreat advantage 
as you go back and forth cutting a deal for your 
“client” with whom you periodically confer on 
the telephone. 

In deciding on a name for your corporation, 
you may want to convey the image of a large, 
older, respectable institution by using a name 
such as “Landmark” or ‘First National”. You 
can also dpiggy back6 by using well known 
names that are no longer in business like 
“Youngstown Sheet and Tube” or ‘United 
States Steel”. You may also find it a great 
advantage to use aname similar to an existing 
company such as IBM which may stand for 
your company, Iowa Business Machines. 

Some companies use names giving them 
the image of being a part of the Federal Gov- 
ernment - such as The Federal Reserve, Fed- 
eral Express, Inc., and the one no one is too 
sure about, the Internal Revenue Service. 
There can be many advantages to using names 

such as these if your business was interested 
in government contracts. You may want to 
use a name which sounds familiar to them, 
such as Federal Maintenance, Inc., Federal 
Construction Agency, Inc., etc. Conversely, 
you can completely hide your corporate iden- 
tity by having it file for a legal alias (doing 
business as). Thus, Fred’s Cafe might be the 
trade name for International Capital, Inc., 
thereby creating a complete change of image 
and identity. Most Las Vegas casinos are 
known by trade names rather than by the 
names of their parent corporations. The Sands 
is really Hughes Property Management Corpo- 
.ration. The Aladdin is really a Japanese com- 
pany called Ginji Corporation. 

Whatever you decide to name your corpora- 
tion, you should be sure to give that decision 
plenty of consideration. As you can see, there 
can be a lot in a name. A great name can be a 
major catalyst for the future success of a new 
business. 

Corporate Address: Resident Agent: Use 
your Resident Agent as the lightning rod. Al- 
ways place the focus of the corporation on to 
your Resident Agent and towards their loca- 
tion. The Resident Agent, Nevada Corporate 
Headquarters, Inc., will draw focus away from 
you as much as is possible. When you need to 
utilize the physical address of the Resident 
Agent, use 3132 W. Post Rd., Las Vegas, NV 
89 118. We prefer that for routine corporate 
mail you utilize our P.O. Box 27740, Las 
Vegas, NV 89126. This box allows us to 
maintain the utmost privacy for all of your 
corporate mail. 

Resident Agent Function: All corpora- 
tions are required to have a physical office 

within the state of Nevada. The 
have had 
other busi- 

Resident Agent’s responsibil- 
itv is merely to represent you 

nesses that 
you were or 
are associ- 
ated with, I 

in Nevada. - This meant that 
any time that there are legal 
papers to serve on a corpora- 
tion, that the Resident is there 

you should L 
be sure not 
to use those 
names or de- 
rivatives of 
t h o s e 
names. You 
need to think 
out all of the 
ways in 
which a 
name can 
promote 
your plans. 
For instance, 
if you cre- 
ated your 
corporation 
for the pur- 
pose of pur- 
chasing real 
estate, you 

may find 
great benefit 
in using a 
name that 
can benefit 
you when it 
comes time 
to negotiate 
a deal. if the 
name of the 
corporation 
was National 

’ It’s Tax Free Nevada@ 
(The last of the “safe havens”) 

If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating 
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability, 
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through 
the sale of stock-taking just 5 miniutes of your time to 
explore the benefits of forming a-Nevada Corporation 
could save you and your company thousands of dollars. 

For more information contact: 
Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. 

m 
P.O. Box 27740 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 
Telephone: 800-398-1077 

OR: 702-896-7001 

4 to accept that service. Also, if 
someone has a court order re- 
questing documentation on a 
corporation, the Resident 
Agent is required to have spe- 
cific documents on every cor- 
poration that they represent 
on file. These are the Resident 
Agent’s most significant re- 
sponsibilities. They are also 
required to have office hours 
all week long and they are re- 
quired to have a location that 
is accessible by the general 
public. Every corporation that 
is represented by a Nevada 
Resident Agent must be sure 
to have on file at the location 
address of the Resident Agent, 
a copy of the corporation’s Ar- 
ticles, Bylaws and their Stock 
Ledger Statement. If you have 
a need for other services, such 
as phones answered, busi- 
nesslicense hanging, etc., call 
Nevada Corporate Headquar- 
ters, Inc. directly at 1-800- 
398-1077 for more informa- 
tion. NCH, Inc., P.O. Box 
27740, Las Vegas, NV 89 126. 

***ORDER OUR COMPLETE 
NEVADA CORPORATION 
MANUAL TODAY FOR $27.95. 
CALL l-800-398- 1077. 
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A. Christmas MKXIP 
We will find this lady in a hospital somewhere, I 

‘@ 1 hope today, for she will need to meet her “angels” and 
rw&A 4% 

1’ 
I need to know she will be alright. But, it was a 
Christmas Story I needed to share, friends, for I must 

I- -w -- h always,recognize that what I do DOES affect others as 
does everv effort YOU make. affect me and others. 
And, if God has chosen to use MY HANDS for HIS 
service-l am ready, willing and able! If I seem more 

Get Your 
12/26/96 #l DORIS EKKER 

A CHRISTMAS STORY- 
GET YOUR KLEENEX! 

Please, a note from Doris: GOD IS EVERYWHERE 
AND yoU WILL BE EXACTLY WHERE YOUNEED TO 
BE AT ANY TIME IN ANY MOMENT! 

Yesterday was Christmas and the hearts here were filled 
with the loving kindness of our friends upstairs, our Teachers, 
our very life-source. 

We went with friends out of town to have dinner in a little 
town called Inyokem, to a little restaurant called Two Sisters. 
There were eight of us who had no “plans” for dinner and it 
seemed to be a wonderful day for a little desert drive and it 
seemed right to quietly GO somewhere for a litt : respite. 
And surely enough it was a happy dinner and all was well with 
the world. 

Some miles into the trip back, we happened into HELL. 
A snu’l car had crashed into a bridge abutment. There were 
flames ‘:rupting from the motor area which was now crunched 
into the front seat and God alone knows where the hood had 
flOWIl. 

We slammed to a stop and ran as fast as we could to the 
vehicle and I am amazed at how God takes control if you ask 
Htm in. I have prayed before but never more sincerely. A 
young woman, perhaps thirty, and a child of about eight years 
were pinned between the dash and front seats. She was so 
pinned into the car as tobe unable to even be shifted. She was, 
however, conscious and calling for help. “SomebodyV got the 
flames out and by then other cars had begun to stop. I was 
holding the woman’s head and actually had my arm through 
the shattered windshield, propped for support on the baby car 
seat which was tipped forward. Ah, but when we tipped the 
car seat back to free the other child wedged in between the 
Mother and it, THERE WAS A BABY IN THE CAR SEAT. 

Little blue eyes from a round little cherub face smiled up 
at us and, friends, God smiled too-there was not a scratch on 
the baby. She only cried solIly for a few minutes until a lady 
picked her up and got a blanket around her. 

Thestoryisnotmeanttobeatearjerkerbutitbecameone 
for all of us witnessing and getting the people out. To me it 
is pretty much of a blur. 

One man who had stopped said he worked for the Forest 
Service and had “some ” einergency training. The men were 
contimring to TRY to get an opening into the car-and the 
flames started up again. We asked for another fire extin- 
guisherandhumorenteredthescene. Whoeverputtheflames 
out THIS TIME really did a job and the area was a fog-bank 
for a minute or so, stopping all of us-BUT WE DID NOT 
HAVEFURTHERFIRES. 

Idon’twanttobelaborthisstorybutGodwasthereiniull 
form. I, being a hypnotherapist/mrrse of a long time ago 

Don’t pray about anything you 
wouldn ‘t want God to do through 
you. -Charles Stanley 

Devote yourselves toprayer, being 
watchful and thankful. 

Coiossians 4: 2 

Kleenex! 
blessed than other&forget-it. The only difference in 
YOU and me is that HE used the “2 x 4” perhaps a bit 
harder (or sooner) on my thick head. 

I, like you, probably, want somebody ELSE to be 
what I must be and yet it cannot be. God provides the 
circumstances-we must provide the responsibility and 
the actions. And we must take CONTROL of our 
SELVES and only then can we control any part of our 

seemed to remember something from the haze of forgotten environment according to responsibility as noted in 
“things to do” and was able to get that lady, who was in any given moment in time. 
absolutely excruciating pain from a compound hip fracture, I feel a bit of shame as I read your cards and letters 
into a relaxed stupor. and lick my wounds over such idiotic things as jail 

I think to shorten the tale I will just say that the NEXT threats and silly court games. I watched God at work 
people who stopped, among them, was a PEDIATRICIAN. It yesterday, and frankly, EVERY DAY there comes an- 
took six or seven men to pry that carapart enoughto finally get other confirmation beyond reasonable explanation of 
enough opening to pull that woman from the mangled mess. HIS PRESENCE all around everything we do-and I 

We got her and the children to safety (from the car don’t have any real problems! I repeat: I DO NOT 
possibly exploding). It seemed everybody just knew what to HAVE ANY PROBLEMS that cannot be solved if we 
do and DID IT. We all knew we were at least a half hour away just TAKE CONTROL of the circumstances. 
from help from any direction and it was, actually, more nearly I now know this because I HAVE GOD, and the 
an hour. adversary has NOTHING! If we take control of our own 

We determined the older child, Susan was hurt but destinies NOW, we can end these blasted court attacks 
probably only superficially andthe baby seemed to not evenbe from the moronic minds of the few ill-intended beg- 
damaged. I will interrupt this tale to say that had there been gars; these greedy, lying, cheating, niggardly people. 
an airbag in that car-thbt baby would have been killed by it I will go on record this day of December 26, 1996 
and this is without doubt. as assuming my status as “an Angel of the messenger 

We worked over the mother who had her teeth broken, variety” and “I’m mad as Hell and don’t intend to take 
abrasions, and visible fractures, for what seemed an endless it any more.” You help me, friend, and I’ll help you and 
time period but, bless her heart, she always responded and, in WE will get this terrible disease on our place- 
fact, I was able to keep her in a drowsy state long enough that STOPPED! 1 witnessed yesterday, men actually bend- 
that Forest “person” was able to actually reduce THAT ing and shattering those car windows without thought 
MAJOR LEG FRACTURE, probably saving her months of to cuts or whatever. We all stayed at that car while it 
later misery if not the very loss of the leg. So, we worked threatened to “blow” and never gave more than a 
down the body giving some instructions to her to stop the thought to get another fire extinguisher. Heroes? No, 
bleeding and tell us where she was hurt, etc. And, God smiled, it never entered any of our minds to do otherwise. We 
and the bleeding stopped. 

Now for the most remarkable thing: this little mother was 
have let a FEW terrible people living in the spaces of 
evil gain control of and continue to destroy our moral 

clutching my hand and by now Al Overholt was holding her values, our daring spirits, our very beings, and we stand 
head steady and she looked right through him, and then me, around like we have no alternatives. Yes we do-we 
and said, “I know you.” Unlikely, seeing that she had never can save ourselves or we can give it up-whichever 
been anywhere near either of us. outbalances the other. I choose to work on the “sal- 

Then she grasped my hand more tightly and asked me: vage” end of this see-saw! 
“Are you a Christian?” WhenIsaid,“Boy,amIevera I learned something else yesterday: YOU AND I 
Christian!” (and at that moment I really knew it), she just WILL BE WHEREVER WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE- 
relaxed and whispered, “Don’t leave me.” Al and I both AT THE RIGHT TIME-IF WE SIMPLY “GO WITH 
assuredherGodANDChrist(andIthinktheHostsofAngels) GOD”. You see, the car yesterday did not blow up, 
were all there and had attended just about everyone involved. through loving and immediate care, from total strang- 
She murmured something about u... are you an angel?” and I ers going who knows where from who knows where; a 
muttered something back like, “Well, God and Angels come madonna and two babies lived and it’s enough Christ- 
in all shapes and sizes.” mas for me! I shall die with the picture of that mother’s 

Later as we started to leave the scene I surveyed the eyes pleading with me to just stay with her and the 
setting and began to shake as the “letdown” from incredible smiling eyes of that baby girl-who barely 
adrenalin settled in. I saw the scattered toys and blood cried! Don’t anybody, ever again, try to tell me there 
and mangled metal and realized I had experienced a are not Angels and there is NO GOD. And the next time 
Christmas Miracle beyond description. We knew that a Leon Fort or a George Green tries to convince the 
a dying mother would live to attend her babies and God world or anybody, that I am evil or bad or crazy-forget 
had somehow spared the children. it-for yesterday I not only saw God but He held my 

I’m sure each person in attendance would have a hands and I don’t need to die here to KNOW Truth and/ 
somewhat DIFFERENT version of everything-but most or that which HE has given into my care and responsi- 
all of us would have the same appreciation for God and bility in purpose. 
Angels. What has happened to me is beyond “reason- When such as George Abbott puts in the Associated 
able”- I suddenly KNEW that, yes, I am an Angel. Al Press International writings that “Doris claims to be 
is an Angel; E. J. is an Angel; YOU ARE AN ANGEL. Jesus Christ” I shall just remember the stupidity of such 
And now I realize that God sends help when called a foolish thing and realize that silly is as silly does and 
upon and this lady was calling-and the hands that his stupidity is not my problem because I KNOW God; 
help are attached to we, the Angels, God sends in our I KNOW this very Christ being of which they taunt, 
moments of need-when we ask. AND I SUDDENLY KNOW MYSELF!--finally. 

When the mother and children were settled into the I am caused to remember a song played during 
ambulance (which is another story in itself) the baby World War II called The Whtte Clim olDover in which 
(Annie, I think), smiled and said-“Bye”. I thought I zric; read, “when the lights go on again all over the 
was back with E.T. at the end of the movie. . . . ” I was just a child but I remember. Today the . 
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tune keeps running through my mind-“when the 
LIGHT comes on again, all over this world...” Well, 
they won’t come on again-anywhere, if we don’t turn 
them on. 

We tend to go into our trance state and go with the 
observers who will say such as “how lucky that a 
pediatrician came along” and “how lucky and what a 
coincidence that an emergency tech happened along” 
and “how lucky that someone knew a little hypnosis 
technique” and on and on-but readers, there are NO 
COINCIDENCES and NO LUCKY ANYTHING! 

Killer Bugs 
A .re Here! 

We got home last night in a somewhat disheveled 
state (putting it nicely), all of us feeling humble and 
quiet in our own thoughts. We will treasure whatever 
private thoughts we hold about this incident but we all 
felt closer and knew we had witnessed LIFE. When E.J. 
and I came in there were some packages yet unopened, 
after having been misdelivered, and we opened one 
from his sister, Evelyn, and found a little angel figure 
she had made which had a tinsel halo all askew and her [Continuedfrom Front Page] 
hair was frazzled and her “robe” was quite untidy and 
we fell to laughter because this angel will become a 
most precious possession and I shall lend her out to 
anyone who perceives there are problems in their lives. 

We tidied up her halo and reglued her robe but her 
wings are still a bit crumpled. That seems to fit the 
occasion and keeps us all humble in checking our own 
wings. It is not our hands that hold miracles but God 
holding our hands that creates the miracles. 

I wonder if I can bring my angel to jail with me? 
Hummnn, doesn’t sound so bad today! And yes, in- 
deed, when the LIGHT goes on again, around this 
world-we shall be there to share, IF WE WANT TO 
BE. And I want to be. I will also try to always 
determine my actions by my “status as an angel” and 
check out my motives and my actions according to my 
hands, serving as God’s witness, hopefully, BEFORE I 
act rashly in reaction to this or that thing, instead of 
responding in thoughtful and logical expression within 
reason and Truth: BUT, readers, now that I KNOW this 
Truth I shall warn the adversary that THE DAYS ARE 
NUMBERED for their prevalence against Truth and we 
who hold the LIGHT, because they have not a prayer of 
making their lies hold water-anywhere, anymore. And, 
we (you and me, us and you’all) will join hands through 
those invisible bonds and connections and we will 
move as a team that we ARE. And our TEAM will 
stretch across the nations and LIGHT will come forth. 
W enaEdmh,ru,church, no bunch of doctrines 
and dogmas-WE HAVE GOD IN HIS LIGHTED ALL- 
NESS. We HAVE the Christ-Truth which allows us 
guidelines for our every intent and action and we don’t 
need a preacher to tell us WRONG information. Fur- 
ther, God will GIVE AND REGIVE infinitely for how- 
ever, and however long, we call upon HIM, the SOURCE 
CENTER of energy flow, for the whole of the Universe. 
GOD IS LIGHT in reality and, as the Great Teacher 
reminded us, “what I can do, ye can do, and more.” 

Thank you for allowing me to share this little story, 
which is about as big a story as I have experienced, with 
you. I’m sure that if you think upon the matter you will 
find many such tales scattered amongst your memories. 
But I can’t live YOUR memories, only mine. Together, 
they become OURS and I treasure that thought above others. 

I shall never be the SAME, I shall be better! - Doris 

borders, even State borders. 
A shipment of Spelta was stopped at the California 

border and held for now over three weeks because of a 
possible presence of something called a leaf beetle of 
some kind. This is noted here because cleaning the 
grain a second time will take out the beetle itself. So 
too will winters such as are found in Wisconsin, etc., 
kill both the beetle and the larvae. However, that 
means that grain from those areas cannot be “simply” 
shipped about the States without special packaging, 
bagging, cleaning, etc., except February through April. 
This is not to get nasty but it is specifically to keep the 
infestors out of other growing states. Since we want 
the varmints no more than do the originating farmers, 
it becomes a real problem at times and a more expen- 
sive problem than the market can bear. Part of The 
Plan is to keep such wondrous grain as Spelta, off the 
market. 

I repeat something here: if you had 4 eight-ounce 
glasses of hydrated Melloream and two regular-size 
slices of Spelta whole grain bread a day, you would 
produce a perfectly healthy adult body. That body 
would be slim, trim and muscled. Even though 
Melloream contains some dairy products, it is totally 
digestible to even you more critical cases of refusal of 
milk as a food. 

Some products are not “ours” to either advertise or 
speak of too abundantly because all sorts of regula- 
tions prevent us from saying much more than you 
“‘probably won ‘tperish from use of the product”. Any 
kind of positive “claims” simply are not allowed- 
period. 

I have asked the producer of the product to set up 
a supply of this product in its original formula (and no, 
substitute products are NOT acceptable in exchange 
for I know nothing about substitutes and this particu- 
lar product is an “original” which has since been 
changed-for the worse, I hastily add). 

Now I am really going out on a limb but I can’t see 
how it could possibly be unlawful to make some sug- 
gestions to you. 

Before I take up Melloream, however, I need to 
speak about colloidalized vitamins, etc. Please realize 

that we are prevented, again by regulations, from offer- * 
ing MORE than a colloidalized solution of vitamins 
and/or minerals greater than an amount to supply a 
perfectly healthy body in top-level condition. There- 
fore, if you can do so, I suggest you keep up some 
supplementation of the KNOWN substances which en- 
hance or ameliorate ailing organs, etc. Example: You 
need additional silica if you still have unhealthy nails. 
We are not allowed to add enough silica to the vitamin 
“base” to do more than allow for 100% cell take-up. 
Also KNOW that a liquid is far superior to use by a body 
than is a compressed pill-form of anything. A chew- 
able form is not as good as a liquid but is superior to a 
pill. You have to use your brains and do what you ccn 
for self because regulators will not allow us to do more 
and they are going to stop much of what the non-drug 
health market now produces. 

Some of this regulation is not bad, readers, because 
there are shysters in every field which has prove1 to be 
worthy, and the colloid industry is a prime example. 

So, if you want to enhance such as Melloream 
(which, by the way, substitutes for ALL requirements 
for dairy products if you have allergies and digestive 
problem,), you need to know a few things. 

1. Take multivitamin tablets, add minerals and 
other supplements and crush them. Dissolve what 
will dissolve in a small amount of water so that you 
now have drops for use. 

2. For a HALF GALLON mix of Melloream in 
a shaker bottle, blender or whatever you use for 
mixing, add 5 to 7 drops of the vit./min. mix as 
above No. 1. 

3. Add 5 drops of Gaiandriana to that mix. 
When well blended-VORTEX for at least eight 
(8) times turning of your vortex bottles. This will 
remove all negative taste from the vitamin drops 
and homogenize the solution. I still suggest shak- 
ing the mixture at use but that is, of course, up to 
you. The point, however,.is to get the most you can 
from EACH amount taken in. Even for a family 
with children drinking a lot of milk, this is a “near 
miracle” substitute and will end up costing you no 
more, at worst, than purchased processed milk 
Ianorox. 2 cents ner ouncel. And. your children 
will stop having s’limy noses all year. 

4. You will find all sorts of wonderful things 
“seeming” to happen. One is an almost immediate 
soothing of intestinal inflammations. Another is a 

1 lessening in the nain of such things as arthritis. If 
I BW a - 

&l Am 
you addkxtra ZINC you will find, possibly, a full 

WA n WI n remission of arthritis. The point is, readers, you 

‘U 
can evaluate for selves what you ADD to your 
Melloream. 

1(800)NEW-GAIA(639-4242) - 
If you wish to do this with simple powdered 

milk, you will find an enhancement of flavor if you 
simply VORTEX the mixed milk. 

ALWAYS ADD A MINIMUM OF 3 DROPS OF 
1 . .-. . . .- .-..-. _. -. 

’ ̂  . . ’ 
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FOOD-GRADE (35%) HYDROGEN PEROXIDE PER them to laboratories in order to shut down Hatonn-but cry; 
HALF GALLON TO INSURE WATER THAT HAS NO 2. antibiotic-resistant bacteria which in some cases only damaged “his own friend” Wendell. Life will be 
MICROBIAL INFECTIVE ORGANISMS-or use far improved for Wendell. The price for goodness actually thrive on the synthetic drugs developed by 
boiled water for mixing your drinks. Filtered water SEEMS HIGH at times, but it is NOT, for after all, it is j pharmaceutical companies supposedly to kill and/ 
may well taste wonderful but you cannot insure mi- the RESULTS that bring joy or sorrow, not the passing or suppress them; 
crobe-free water with filtration. moments of facing life as it comes. When one partner 3. yeasts and additional opportunistic fungi which 

I will also go on record as saying that, if you like wants “things” of seeming value and the other wants produce canditoxin and other microtoxins largely 
milk-you will probably like Melloream, as to flavor, TRUTH, the twain shall never be able to resolve differ- responsible for those collective symptoms desig- 
better. If you don’t, you can mix it with any number of ences. When these things happen-you will be most nated as chronic fatigue and immune dysfunction 
flavored extracts to make it more suitable to your regretful ifyou choose “things” over GOD forthere will syndrome; 
particular taste-buds. STILL be no peace or joy in the compromise. 4. parasites, both as protozoa and helminth worms, 

THIS IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR GAIALYTE. I want now to pour some more data onto you. It is which are the sources of serious diarrhea1 diseases 
THERE ARE THINGS IN GAIALYTE THAT YOU DO NECESSARY against the day the colloids are taken and constitute the greatest single cause of sickness 
NOT GET ANYWHERE ELSE. HOWEVER, IF YOU from you. And, this is obviously a product that can be (morbidity) and death (mortality) for humankind. 
MIX YOUR GAIALYTE AND ADD THESE EXTRA made and utilized in time, in countries such as Italy, 
SUPPLEMENTS AS DESCRIBED ABOVE YOU WILL Greece, etc., where the Olive Tree is the KING of all Such pathological’ organisms are associated with 
HAVE A PERFECT HEALTH DRINK. VORTEXING trees. So, this is NOT a new product but i.s one that in (a) an overburden of one’s immune system, (b) the 
ANY LIUUID M/X IS A TREMENDOUSLY VALU- the newly “civilized” countries is all but unknown. variable diseases of over-industrillization, (c) a dete- 
ABLE ENHANCEMENT AND A VERY ACCEPT- And, as we move along in the information zone, please rioration of Nature’s original ecological setting, and 
ABLI?, EVEN TO CHILDREN AND THE ELDERLY, know that SELENIUMadded to your vortexed liquids (d) the inability of most people to adapt when living 
WAY TO GET LOTS OF EXTRA VITAMINS AND will save your neck and assets. I suggest, in fact, that amidst high technology. 
MINERALS INTAKEN WITHOUT STRUGGLE, AND, you will want to add crushed Selenium tablets to your In such situations of manmade artificiality, human 
IN A FORM THAT IS PERFECT FOR BODY USAGE. vit./min. mixture. Don’t overdo-just use the tablets immunological defenses become so weakened that 

[EJ Note: We were first attracted to Melloream already available in a ratio appropriate for your dropper retroviruses often come out of their dormancy where 
because of its nutritional completeness, compatibility use. they’ve rested in commensalism. (Comtnensalism is 
with spelt bread, and its long (now known to be longer I am going to talk ‘about’ Olive Leaf Extract as the neutral state in which an organism lives on or in 
than ten years) shelf life. For last ditch survival, please offered but I will assure you that enhancement of that another of a different species without harming or ben- 
give that some thought.] product is possible and ‘we SHALL do it. Dharma efiting the host.) When retroviruses are awakened to 

Ah, but to clean the vortex apparatus now “homog- simply has no time for it now and if she ends up activity by alteration of the human internal terrain, 
enized” with a coating of liquid milky substance? “Vor- incarcerated for speaking on LIGHT we have a real they may readily take hold of their immediate environ- 
tex” half a bottle of water with detergent or soap-then problem for I won’t give it through others. With this in ment by creating pathology within the host’s cellular 
rinse in the same manner. You will not have any mind we are going to reprint here a paper by DR. structures. 
bacteria buildup if you add appropriate Hydrogen Per- MORTON WALKER, Medical Journalist, Contribut- No single treatment has been known to work against 
oxide to the rinse water. Moreover, you can use anti- ing Editor, Alternate Healing Methods. The paper these superbug invaders-until now. The current ar- 
septic. grade (3%) Hydrogen Peroxide for that purpose. itself is reprinted with permission of Explore .Publica- title will discuss a newly discovered antimicrobial 
In fac,t, if you have no food-grade peroxide available, tions and appeared in Vol. 7, No. 4,1996; .This product agent which actually has been available to mankind 
and that happens from time to time, use an additional is coming out from here and there all over the U.S. map since God created our:planet. This new, orally-admin- 
three drops of the regular antiseptic Hydrogen Peroxide so I will NOT without further permission recommend istered gelatin capsule containing grayish/brownish/ 
IF YOU ARE GOING TO VORTEX THE SOLUTION. any particular product-but. a& our own people work greenish powder embodies .an extract of leaves har- 
Add it, of course,.before you vortex so that the action is further with the author and. others, we will keep you vested from “the tree of’life”Lthe olive tree, botani- 
not lost to the “raw? solution. Hydrogen Peroxide, posted and even make’sure that we can get a product tally classified as Olea europaea L. [H: Dharma is 
immediately upon vortexing; moves into the CELLS available as quickly as *we can do so; .So.far this comes particularly ticked-off at me for this new batch of 
present and is nicely appreciated by the body but is in capsule or pill form; .&her of:which is.optimum writings on this topic because she and E.J. and 
rendered harmless as an antiseptic quality. It is THE value product-sowe wiil.wait and see-as we unfold our 
reason, however, that it also renders whatever is in the own mode of direct cellular-t&product. We have the 

family moved, after two decades of living in a won- 
derful sprawling and very huge home nestled among 

product-HARMLESS for body cells which either ac- product, we just have to get it in finalized form, inte- 54 of ‘these ancient old olive friends-of this variety. 
cept/reject that which is suitable/unsuitable for par- grated with the Drias, and this in itself is like growing The children cons,idered them the curse of their 
titular cell processes. a seasonal crop. However, not to further detract: “chore” lives with their suckers growing for trim- 

I am asked what happened to the baby “Brown” of ming and the olives dropping all over everything 
which we wrote many months ago. Well, the family had From Dr. Morton Walker, [quoting:] with seemingly no use whatsoever except to ruin a 
some extended quality time with the child, but geneti- child’s life of leisure. We had to bring ancient 
tally he was unable to reclaim his missing genetic OLIVE LEAF OAKS into Dharma’s life to allow her to give up 
structure. He came home a few weeks ago. Genetic those old olive friends and now, look, they could have 
tampering seems to be the .thing of the day in the 
laboratories but is unavailable to you-the-people in EXTRACT made a fortune from that wondrous acre of ground. 

Oh well.... The facts are that olive trees, underwater, 
such circumstances. We could help, but we could not are not nearly so effective!] 
rebuild or replace something totally MISSING or too THE NEW ORAL. TR,??A&UEiVl’ TO COUNTERACT 
dam.aged.to: all.ow for reproduction. MOST,TYPES OF PATHOLOGICAL ORGANISMS TWO MILLION AMERICANS GET 

Dr. Wendell Hoffmann followed the baby .until his 
passage.. And; ‘speaking now of ,Dr: Hoffmann,‘oui ]H; We wiII only utilize the portions of the work 

HOSPITAL-ACOUIRED INFECTIONS 

beloved friend,. J;od who keep in touch with him wil1 that giv~.ifi,storical background and general infor- Over two million Americans enter hospitals each 
find him at a new address and perhaps we could run that mation. If you wish further insight and product year with one ailment and wind up with another. The 
address for you friends for he hasbeen so involved with information, you will. have to contact Dr. Walker mere fact of being in a hospital exposes them to 
us that we want to give credit and appreciation,[see box yourself.. 1 believe that .Mi-. James, who can be “nosocomial” or hospital-acquired infections, which 
below]. Dr. Hoffmann’s family relatiopships have been 

.irreversibIy damaged by George Green’s &iticsand he 
reached through. CONTACT, might very .weIl have are fatal to as many as 22,000 Americans a year and 

h~s.lJi$tO’~oV~ to a separate location...,Life iS some- 
rep&s’ of this article in separate format. For our untold numbers of other countries. 
purpo&s th&is sufficient.1 ‘. 

times hard, readers, and often is without resolution 
“The very technology that saves patients’ lives now 

You and I-residents of Western Industrialized sets them up for infection,” says Robert Haley, M.D., 
when greed and avarice take control. Some of Green’s countries-currently are &mfro~.ting~attacks of patho- head of the Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine 
buddies tampered with products in about 1993 and sent logical “superbug” invaders. *Because of,immune sys- Unit at The University of Texas Health Science Center 

tern degradation among masses’ of th’e populace, our at Dallas. “Ten years ago many of these patients would 

Dr. Wendell Hoffmann countrymen (and women) are suffering from often in- have died, but the techniques that save them bring a 
explicable afflictions brought on by certain ubiquitous risk of infection. We have’more burn units, more ICUs 

Quiet Cove Apt. #2 disease-producing microorganisms. The organisms [intensive care units], more catheters, more respira- 
consist of 

265. North Main 
tors. Every piece of equipment, every invasive tech- 
nique provides the opportunity for infection to de- 

M,alad, ,Idaho 85252 ’ 
1. viruses-most especially the retroviruses-that don’t velop.” 

merely pass through cell membranes but rather Worse, antibiotic-resistant organisms are an inte- 
take control of the affected cell’s genetic machin- gral risk of any infection whether they are the original 
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cause of illness or acquired nosocomially. “About the 
time the cost-price of an antibiotic comes down, the 
bacterium’s resistance to it goes up,” Dr. Haley said in 
a University of Texas press conference. 

After forty years of their overly aggressive pushing 
of antibiotics for any little reason, physicians are now 
confronting the bacteria that have mutated and built 
defenses against drugs. The infectious bacteria have 
become types of “super-bugs”, causing the deaths of 
patients who succumb to once-treatable invasions of 
these pathological organisms. 

HOW ANTIBIOTICS HAD 
ACTED AGAINST BACTERIA 

Without question, the reappearance of highly in- 
fectious bacteria cloaked in their super-resistant mantles 
lies with allopathic medicine’s overuse and misuse of 
antibiotics. The bacteria’s return with a vengeance is 
attributable in small part as well to the ingenious 
biochemistry of the microorganisms themselves. 

For a bacterium to cause an infection, it must enter 
the body and find a place to multiply in large numbers 
before the body’s natural defenses remove it. If the 
bacterial quantities increase beyond the capability ofa 
person’s immune defense system, dire consequences 
result. As their numbers elevate into the billions, the 
bacteria bring about illness by churning out toxins or by 
digesting tissues. 

In 1928, however, Dr. Alexander Fleming gave the 
world penicillin, and a set of new therapeutic prin- 
ciples was born using antibiotics. Most antibiotics had 
worked effectively by killing the growing bacterial 
colony in one of three ways. 

1. A large number of antibiotics, including penicillin, 
interfered with the microbe’s ability to build its 
cell wall. 

2. Other antibiotics, such & erythromycin and tetracy- 
cline, gummed up the machinery that bacteria use 
to assemble vital proteins. 

3. A third antibiotic type adhered to the bacterial 
chromosome, effectively shutting down re- 
production. 

To accomplish any of these tasks, the antibiotic 
either penetrated the, body of the bacterium or fitted like 
a lock-and-key onto a chemical binding site on its outer 
membrane or cell wall. Because of the microorgan- 
isms’ mutations in defense, the antibiotics hardly cre- 
ate these therapeutic effects anymore. The super-bugs 
are resistant to almost every type of antibiotic created 
in the past, and nothing in the future holds much 
promise. 

Bacterial immunological genes are a factor too. 
The bacteria have returned with a vengeance because 
they are moving targets. If just one in a population of 
a billion develops a random gene mutation that allows 
it to survive an antibiotic attack, it can pass this 
immunity gene along to its offspring. For example, 
some of the microbes that first developed an immunity 
to penicillin did so by altering the shape of the cell wall 
target to which the drug normally attached. Over the 
years the pharmaceutical industry responded with more 
powerful (and more expensive) antibiotics. But the 
bacteria kept upping the ante by altering their own 
defenses with immunological genes. 

This antibiotic immunity is not entirely the result 
of chance mutation. The super-bugs are able to coop- 
erate with each other to resist the antibiotics by ex- 
changing small, self-copying loops of deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA) calledplasmids. Plasmids contain supple- 
mental genes that may not be present on a bacterium’s 
main chromosome. In addition, these pathological 
organisms contain “jumping genes”, bits of DNA that 
pop from one microbe to another. “Bacteria are not 
separate populations but part of a vast, interactive 
microbial world,” says Stuart Levy, M.D., of Tufts 
University. 

TYPICAL ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANT afforded the public as an opportunity and, as quickly 
SUPER MICROBES as possible, the alternative substances are being 

removed from all public acquisition. However, it 
Bacteria replicate at blinding speed in viva-some- gets impossible for the “government” thugs to re- 

times doubling within five minutes. The reproductive move everything from you because air and water are 
process can produce genetic mutations that give bacte- essential to THEIR lives also. We just have to be as 
ria defenses against a given drug-making an enzyme clever as they and as harmless as the proverbial 
that splits the penicillin molecule, for instance, so it Dove.] And resistance even to this brutal drug has 
becomes harmless. The microbes can then quickly pass developed in a related staphylococcus organism-the 
on their genetic armor to offspring. enterococci-which infect surgical wounds below the 

Some of these super microbes mutate into a “multi- waist. 
drug-resistant” strain as in the case of one type of Two common respiratory infectors, Haemophilus 
tuberculosis which hit major cities and hospitals in injluenzae and Streptococcuspneumoniae have emerged 
1992. This strain of Mycobacterium tuberculosis be- as antibiotic-resistant. The standard ear and sinus 
comes immune to several medications simultaneously infections often present in children and adults usually 
and causes death in 50 percent of its victims. are created by S. Pneumoniae. Both of these infectors 

Then there is the common staphylococcus which can cause meningitis. 
may prove deadly when it contaminates a wound, gets According to the Centers for Disease Control and 
inside the body during surgery, or infects someone in a Prevention (CDC), cases of food-borne, drug-resistant 
weakened condition, such as a bedridden hospital or salmonella have risen from 16 percent in 1989 and are 
nursing home patient. Although once cured with peni- 44 percint today. 
cillin usage, the staphylococci that breed in hospitals Even with the thirty or so antibiotics the estab- 
now have learned to inactivate almost every antibiotic lished pharmaceutical industry claims to be working 
except vancomycin, an intravenous drug with serious on, currently there are no more potent antibiotics left io 
complicating side effects such as kidney toxicity and treat these drug-resistant bacteria. [H: Even 
hearing loss. [H: Well, in most instances it no longer Vanconiytid!] Whatever the companies come up with, 
is effective anyway. Moreover, you cannot have all of thg: antibiotics derive from molds and bacteria in 
access to this therapy outside a hospital environment the soil and work through the same narrow -mecha- ., 
as is true with other things which WOULD act to rid nisms. Get infected with one of the super resistant 
the body of toxic microbes. For instance, had John pathological organisms, and the’odds are that you or 
Schroepfer been non-hospitalized and we were af- your loved one could become exceedingly ill-perhaps 
forded ability to use other alternative products-he die! That’s why we need a natural, safe and nontoxic, 
would still be a physical, living being and regain his food supplement that’s proven itself repeatedly as the 
faculties for a productive life. This is no longer means of counteracting invasions of immune-suppress- 

TABLE I 

A Cllnlcrl Investlgatlon Undertaken by 
The ‘R” Cllnlc of Budapest, Hungary- 

Rob&e Lyons, O.M.D., M.S., as the Chief tnvestlgator 

Results from the Use of Eden EktractTM &Wnst 
Pathological Organisms-Viruses, Bacteria, & Fungi 

DISEASE ENTITIES t OF ?ATUWTS FULLY RRCOMRED IMFROVED UNCHANGED DETERIORATED 

Respiratory distases n9 115 4 

(tonsiiitk pbary@if, tracbdis, erc.) 

Lung conditions 45 4t 2 
(pneumonia, broncbitir, etc.) 

Dental problems 67 60 5 
(pu+itis, Ieukoplaha, stomathis) 

Skin conditions 
(beps and o&r viral dZ$ro&ms,I 

I20 52 

. 
Butaial skin infkctions 37 30 7 
(jyoderma, injwies) 

Ulcer distut ‘7 none r7 
(while exprriencing Helicobacrer pylori infer&n) 

Sutngrhtncd Immunity 43 N/A 40 

none 

none 

2 

none 

none 

none 

3 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

From the above resul:s, The ‘R’ CIinici conciusions arc: 

r. The rare of improvement and recovtry kom all bacteriit and viral infxtions was ap- 
proximately 98 percent. 

z. For all patients involved in this clinical srudy, the body’s immune system was strtngch- 
ened. 

3. Including children and adolescents among the rested patients, none experienced any 
adverse side effects. 

Cka~k.s&~ of the srudyi pafienfs- 

Gender: 58 % women. 4~ % men 
Ages: IO to 20 years: 2 30 t0 40 YCUS: 143 

20 to 30 yeus: n;r 40 to 50 years: 181 
so and over: 47 

Number of patients; 500 -- - 
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ing pathological organisms. The required supplement exists Just WHO will you listen to, readers? Well, God gave 
as an over-the-counter, non-prescription product. me a mission to “tell you”-He didn’t say I had to also 

open your ears and eyes! So be it. 
[END OF QUOTING] Thank you and good morning. Salu. 

We have offered less than half the article so please 
stay tuned; however, we need to attend other things 
today so we will come back to this for the next session. 

I want you to let this digest anyway for you are in 
seriously troubled times, readers. 

Some of you write or complain that you can’t 
afford, say, GaiaCol or other products. Can’t you? If 
you are sick to the point of medical care-what does it 
cost you? Oh, insurance pays? Medicare pays? Re- 
ally??? What is your deductible? How much does that 
insurance COST? What exactly is covered by your 
policy? How long can you go with only receiving 
antibiotics THAT DON’T WORK? You are going to 
have to balance $20 to $40 against the hundreds of 
dollars spent and the possible failure of any response to 
the going antibiotics. No, I am NOT saying to not go 
for help where you can get it-but DO NOT give me the 
old “I can’t afford it”. The facts are that our people 
can’t afford to produce the products! So, it is up to 
YOU what you do. We are not offering you some kind 
of Nostradamus fortune-telling about the seriousness of 
your plight-THIS INFORMATION COMES FROM 
YOUR OWN SCIENTIFIC CENTERS. 

It reminds me, along the same lines of thought, how 
careless you are and how you wish to discount what we 
bring to your attention. This is like the earthquake 
possibilities when I tell you there will be a B. J One on 
the San Andreas of above 10 on your meters. That is 
NOTHING to what your own geologists tell you DAILY. 

12/28/96 #1 HATONN 

OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT 

Our friend, Bob James, has researched and met 
with a Dr. James R. Privitera, M.D. who I feel is THE 
expert on the subject of this extract. I ask that you be 
informed as to HOW you can get his small booklet 
entitled Olive Leaf Extract-a new/old healing 
bonanza for mankind. [Call New Gaia at 800-639- 
4242 to order the booklet.] 

I am not going to continue with the whole of the 
literature available, but I will move to excerpting from 
the article begun on the yesterday. I do suggest you get 
Dr. Privitera’s information to become fully informed. 

WHAT THE COMPONENTS OF 
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT CAN DO 

Dr. Privitera described his uses in clinical practice 
and we’ll offer his listing for you: 

* The generalized degradation of pathological micro- 
organisms of all types: viruses, retroviruses, bacte- 
ria, fungi, yeasts, molds, protozoa, helminth worms, 
and other parasites; 

* the relief of arthritic inflammations, especially 
osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis; [H: Please 
note that major improvement is also noted by 

TABLE II 

In Vitro Paper D/s& Biuassay indicates Eden ExtractTM 
Is Effective Against Diseasekausing Olganisms 
Including Viruses, Bacteria, Fun@, and Protdzoa: 

Herpet 
Vaccinia 

Pseudorabies 

Infiuenza A (PRS) 

Newcastle disease 

Parainfiuenza 3 

Coxackie A 21 

Enccphalomyocarditis 

Polio I 

Polio 2 

Polio 3 

V&ular Sromititus m 

Sindbis 

Pinirguenza I (Se&i) ATCC 

Para. r (Sendai) TUC 

Para. I (C-35, HA-2) 

Para. 2 (CA, Grccr) 

Enterobactcraerogenes NRRL B-r99 
Eschcrichia coli 

Pseudomonas fluorescenr 
I? solanacalum 

P. lachrynans 
Corynebacrerium michiganese 
Gax 

Pediococw cerevisiae 39 
Kloeckcra apicuiaca NRRI, Y-1380 
S. cerevisiae var. ellipsoideus NRRL Y-635 
Debaryomyces mcmbranaefaciens 

NRRL Y-1~55 

Reovirus (Deering) 
Maloney murine leukemia 
Rauscher murine leukemia 
Moloney sarcoma 

Influenza AfNWS (HONI) 
In. AfPRW34 (HONI) 

. In. A/FM/d47 (HONI) 

In. A/Ann Arbor/r/S7 (HIN2) 
In. A/Hong Kong/Richardson/68 (H3Na) 
In. B/Lee/40 

In. B/Maryland/r/59 
Lactobacillus plantarum (Wso) 

L. brevis 50 
Pediococcut ‘cerevisiac 39 

Leuconostoc mcrenreroides 4~ 
S taphyiococcus auras 

Bacillus sub& 

E. doacae NRRL B-414 
Sdmondla ryphimuzium 

Envinia carotmra 

E. aacheiphila 
Xanrhomonas vesiatoria 

Plasmodium fdciparum 
Malariac 

Saccharomyces rosei NRRL Y-1567 
Candida krusei NRRL Y-105 
Hansenula subpelliculosa NRRL Y-r455 
Pichia membranaefacicns 

NRRL Y-1627 
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arthritis sufferers by use of Goat’s milk whey 
and users of whey-based Melloream.] 

* the reduction of insulin dosages for better control 
over the risks of symptomatic diabetes; 

* the elimination of chronic fatigue and the symptoms 
associated with its syndrome; 

l the creation or restoration of abundant energy with 
prolonged stamina; 

* the normalization of heart beat irregularities 
(arrhythmias); 

* 1 he improvement of blood flow in cardiovascular and/ 
or peripheral vascular disorders; 

l the lessening of pain from hemorrhoids; 
* the attenuation of toothaches; 
* the antioxidant quenching of free radical pathology; 
* the obliteration of fungal infections such as mycotic 

nails, athlete’s foot, and jock itch; 
* the permanent relief of malaria (from a protozoa), 

and other more exotic but deadly tropical diseases 
whioh produce fever as a primary symptom; 

* the prevention and effective treatment of all types of 
viral diseases including the Epstein-Barr virus, 
cytomegalovirus, the herpes viruses, human herpes 
virus-6, the retroviruses, ‘the influenza viruses, 
viruses of the common cold, and the human immu- 
nodeficiency virus (HIV); 

* the reversal of almost all symptomatology connected 
with Candida albicans and other organisms caus- 
ing the yeast syndrome; 

* the death and excretion of a variety of parasites: the 
microscopic protozoa and the macroscopic helm- 
inth worms. 

The applications seem to be unlimited while at the 
same time the ,extract shows no signs of toxicity to 
either test animals or humans. 

WHAT IS 
OLIVE LEAR EXTRACT? 

Oleuropein, the bitter glucoside lodged in leaves of 
the green olive tree, and products of its hydrolysis, 
contain certain components which are valuable as newly 
discovered therapy for both infectious and degenera- 
tive diseases. The empirical formula of oleuropein 
(C,,H,,O,,) makes it a member of the iridoid group, a 
uniquely structured chemical class which contains a 
carbohydrate component appearing as D-glucose. The 
first iridoid found in nature, verbenalin, was isolated 
as early as 1835, but no investigation into the group’s 
structure began until 1963. That’s because iridoids are 
extremely unstable and one member of the group has 
the capability to transfer into another. This is the 
biogenetic characteristic which causes theunique thera- 
peutic advantages of components within the iridoid 
oleuropein. 

In checking for oleuropein toxicity, doses as high 
as one gram per kilogram of body weight for seven days 
were used in experiments with test mice. No death was 
provoked and the dosage exerted no toxic effects. In 
fact, oleuropein in olive leaf extract’is so safe that the 
investigators failed to determine the lethal dose or even 
find a toxic dosage. 

**+ 

I toss this in because you will always find the 
skeptics who say such as “yeah, but.. .” And, “yeah, but 
it may become addictive and...“. I certainly hope so! 
Well, the “yeah, buts.. .” can have their sicknesses just 
as long as they want to hold them, I always say. 

Virgin Olive oil is a FINE product as well. If you 
could add a bit of olive oil to your intake of Melloream, 
you would have a PERFECT food source. Put all this 
together and you have a long-time-storage food supply 
and products to get you through illnesses and into 
GOOD health. Melloream, for instance, has been now 
tested in storage of no particular care and has remained 
relatively unchanged from new product-AFTER A 
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PERIOD OF TEN YEARS. Since “time” is the critical 
guideline here, it is not known how long the product 
will store but obviously, a long, long time if kept dry 
and sealed. The same with OLIVE OIL and these 
products of Olive Leaf Extract-just keep them sealed! 
If rancidity happens to the oil-use it in your lamps on 
days the power fails. You have to realize, readers, that 
THERE WAS LIFE BEFORE THE DRUG COMPA- 
NIES STARTED KILLING YOU OFF THROUGH 
THE POISON, SLASH, CUT AND BURN TECH- 
NIQUES. And remember that the American Medical 
Association is a PRIVATE CLUB just as is the BAR 
ASSOCIATION. When you stop to realize that a 
private club determines what you can have and what 
you cannot have-you might just get a bit miffed and do 
something about it. When you can’t chew olive leaves 
instead of taking the chemicai poisons dictated by law, 
you are in a very SICK society-and that is exactly 
where you find yourselves this day. 

It used to be in the Mediterranean countries that if 
a roadway came upon an olive tree-the road was split 
or changed and the tree remained unchanged. This is 
an excellent idea for the olive tree is truly THE tree of 
life. 

It truly is, however, a tedious task to pick, dry, and 
package the leaf extract and keep the product viable 
and potent. I can’t offer you an easy way to do same and 
I don’t want to even try. We can easily enhance the 
leaves which do lose some of their component parts to 
changes by simply spraying them with Dria-based solu- 
tions of minerals and vitamins. Selenium is a critical 
component of a GOOD extract so to insure full value we 
would have to stabilize the leaves and boost the ele- 
ment. Then we can colloidalize it, freeze it, bind it or 
simply let someone else do this work. Today Dharma 
pleads for the latter approach. 

If we can ever get the law cases wound down, we 
will free up time for these things which require our own 
attention. Until then we can’t function well because of 
the constant attacks and manipulations thwarting our 
every attempt at producing the wondrous things for you 
people. How long can it go on as is? Until the lawyers 
put a stop to it so that they too can do positive and 
productive WORK toward betterment of the judicial 
system as a whole. 

We are so honored and humble to have had our own 
team over in South Africa offer to give us ALL of their 
income from any of our projects, if Dharma and E.J. 
need same for legal defense. No, they need that for 
growth and their own projects in which we can share, 
such as this above product. The point is to keep Ekkers 
from jail for speaking on LIGHT, and if that is the only 
way we can win the round (by consuming funds for 
projects) then we will all just go sit in jail. The offer is, 
however, what keeps us keeping on in that there is love 
and sharing enough to stretch our limits beyond our 
immediate “having” for selves. This assault in the 
name of US&P needs to be stopped at source-US&P. 
ONLY you can arrange that message getting through to 
Dr. Okilo. [Write to Dr. Okilo % USc?P’s Newsletter 
Light Waves, P.O. Box 520, .Wuynesboro, VA 229801 

People who have never heard of Walter Russell, 
and much the less, US&P, have had access to THE 
INFORMATION so what have we? Well, we’ll see 
won’t we? We have far larger interests to pursue so 
what will be in that circumstance is simply what will 
be. We have little choice other than to allow the play 
to unfold as it will. YOU have to change the play if you 
wish it to be different. 

- God’s Chewable Vitamin “C” For The Spirit 

Reach Out And 
Touch Someone(s) 

12/28/96 #1 EATONN according to the will of God in such circumstances are 
“coincidentally” available at the right place at the right 

THE GRASS IS ALWAYS time. Oversimplification? No, you just want to compli- 
GREENER ON THE cate everything you touch so that you can either say 

QTHER “look what I did” or “I simply couldn’t do a thing about 
it” When you cease to focus on SELF at any given time 

No, it usually isn’t but it is always that which you a job is to be done, you become almost super-human in 
don’t have, can’t reach, appears to be, and is beyond your capabilities and will use that strength. And, as 
your knowing and vision that tempts each and al long as you continue to seek healing substances-YOU 

When that desire to KNOW AND EXPERIENCE WILL FIND THEM. You are simply BLINDED and 
is gone, you are pretty dead, brother. stalled out by the ability of the kingpins in the drug 

When you reach a point in so-called “living” that industries to keep you dead. 
you desire to remain stagnant rather than continue to “I” did not put Dharma at that spot that day any 
search, choose, and make decisions because you fear more than any other-but I did see to it that Al was 
responsibility, you are through as a contributing citi- there because he “believes in Angels” and he can be a 
zen and you are a dead-head to self. It matters not your wondrously close FRIEND to this young mother azd 
handicaps because handicaps, are those things which her children. There is a whole mystery of loving 
challenge the being and Spirit. You can choose to experiences ahead if he but keeps his contacts going. 
become a productive person or a vegetable to be fed Family contacts are painful for him, as is the fact with 
three times a day. Which are YOU? But you don’t all of you who move in the direction of actively trying 
KNOW HOW? Remember that all people are born to offer Truth. Nobody WANTS to hear that thty have 
basically EQUAL and teaching old dogs new tricks is a to clean up their act. Especially YOU! Reach oLt your 
stupid statement for the “old” have more to draw FROM hand to a stranger and, if that person grasps it-hold 
than do the youngsters. When it appears someones tightly, for they are precious indeed. Each of you, all 
succeed against all odds-they probably have. But of you, any of you-go forth and contact that little 
what is success? Success is that which you achieve- Mother. Send a card, send love, send healing and allow 
period. Be it total loss or magnificent gain-you have someone in a small town hospital to KNOW YOU 
succeeded at something. LOVE HER, FOR THE DAYS OF HEALING WILL BE 

When it appears, for instance, that Dharma can LONG AND PAINFUL. 
succeed better than you, or E.J. can seem to handle The greatest return on your love input will come 
anything while you can’t, or whatever is your percep- from the one YOU DO NOT KNOW! Take a chance, 
tion of another versus self, you err in choices. Your reach out and, like Cathy O’Brien, Mark, Kelly-you 
challenge will not be the same but even if it 
would be, it is simply what you choose to do 
about circumstances and how willing you are 
to plow the untilled ground, for the weed- 
filled ground is there for BOTH. 

“Ah, but they have you,” chime the tones. 
Oh? YOU HAVE ME! For instance, 
“Margie” doesn’t do the same thing Dharma 
does, but she spends meditation time EV- 
ERY DAY in communication WITH ME. 
Blessed are those of you who have Margie on 
your team for there simply is nothing she 
“can’t do”. I chuckle at the surprise as you 
move about your worlds and find coinci- 
dences and small suggestions of “miracles”. 
I can go right back to the Christmas experi- 
ence of our friends and the accident of the 
Mother and children: [I2126196 writing by 
Doris Ekker]. “Oh how fortunate she hit the 
barricade instead of going another foot and 
falling into the gorge.” “Oh, it is so lucky 
the car did not explode and burn the people.” 
This suggesting goes on and on, but I have 
news for all of you: THE SPLIT SECOND 
THAT CAR WENT OUT OF CONTROL, 
THAT MOTHER CRIED OUT TO GOD TO , . 
HELP HER! You, in turn, who offer services 

I f 
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will find a diamond mine. [Cathy 0 ‘Brien and Mark potentially bomb-material the more dry it gets in your 
Phillips, % CONTACT and/or Ketly Cox % Jabnell living room. You see, LIFE ceases when you remove it 
P. 0. Box 690, Powell, TN 3 78491 from its source-therefore, you had best not remove 

I ask Al to not let that lady get away without yourself FROM YOUR SOURCE lest you holocaust 
addresses, phone numbers, visits, flowers, whatever. yourself like the fragile dehydrated Christmas tree 
Find out if she needs child-care, help, whatever, please. somebody killed in order that you can hang baubles on 
See, I just said “Margie can do anything”. Tell Margie its branches-and run the risk of burning yourselves 
and EVERYBODY go see little Janet, Susan and Annie. alive if the power surges. 
DARE to find out if THEY NEED YOU because you I can’t give YOU a “where to” from here because 
might actually enjoy the gifts you can offer unto them. YOU must decide where you go from this point forward. 
[Write to: Janet Leary 96Antelope Valley Hospital, I can promise you this much, however: you have to GO 
1600 West Ave. J, Room 241, Bed I, Lancaster, CA FROM WHEREVER YOU HAPPEN TO BE RIGHT 
93536.1 Perhaps the most nasty of men on Earth could NOW! Moving somewhere, waiting for money, waiting 
be changed if they simply were shown love and respect. for whatever, won’t get you THERE. LIFE IS WHERE 
Reaching really far-out, perhaps even a Jason Brent or YOU ARE! GOD IS WHERE YOU ARE! Your life is 
a George Abbott could and would respond to friendly not, for instance, Dharma’s problem. HER LIFE IS 
gestures. But don’t count on it for if you do something HER PROBLEM! We SHARE and that is all we CAN 
nice JUST to get rewards of smiles and attention, you do. When everyone learns that simple truth, that you 
will be made the fool. cannot force another to do or be anything, you will find 

I watched Diane, yesterday, spend hours GIVING yourself being far more acceptable. Your own attitude 
AWAY one of Dharma’s little baby birds (cockatiel). It about relationships must be redirected with these facts 
was being tamed for Diane’s little girl,who is rather a in mind. YOU alienate people as often as they offend 
presser than a petter, so time can only improve that you or deny your offerings. A gift unaccepted is but a 
instinct. So, in the pet store a family came from a great thing to keep or toss and, if you offer a gift of your 
distance and Diane-being either nosey or friendly, choosing, you can’t depend upon it being something the 
always visits with anyone happening into her spaces- other wants. If this is what happens in denial of the 
found out that the people had come a great distance to gift-be sure you have gotten something YOU WANT 
REPLACE a child’s pet bird that had just died. FOR SELF for, after all, you did the purchasing. 

Diane volunteered “her” bird and the fun began in I can use the passage of John Schroepfer as an 
trying to work out the details of simply GETTING the example. The family wants nothing to do with John’s 
bird. A comedy of fun and games ensued but finally the left-over body, even to the extent of denying any con- 
two parties (bird and person) were firmly hooked up versations further than denia 
and launched on a new adventure in “birdland”. Now, Should we do what they should do? No, but we can 
however, you have to understand something-Diane easily CARRY John because he is our brother and that 
had to go forth and buy more than the people would makes him never too heavy. Let the burden of hate rest 
have ?aid to the pet store owner for loss of the sale. But on those who have the hate. Why should we deteriorate 
this i: what I mean, chelas, reach OUT and do some our souls by dropping to such levels of meanness? You 
random act of stretching your love and the return will don’t even have to appreciate John-but you CAN hold 
overwhelm you. Opportunity is everywhere you accept 
it for it is abundant all around you in every moment of 
your experiencing. If you find a hand reaching out- 
GRAB IT! IT JUST MIGHT BE GOD’S! Furthermore, 
a little child may ask you to Christmas dinner NEXT 
year. Get YOUR priorities straight and instant in 
response to circumstances and you BECOME THE 
MIRACLES. There is no Angel more special than 
another just as there is no person more special than 
another, but there is a whole big bunch of special both. 

compassion and love in your hearts for a lonely man. 
Do YOU have to continue to err and err because some- 
one else made errors in your past relationship7 This is 
what was meant by “turning the other cheek”, NOT TO 
BECOME A SPINNING TOP EVERY TIME SOME- 
ONE WISHES TO STRIKE YOU. But, to simply 
“strike” back is indeed folly for after all, what if the 
“other” is a 1 IOO-pound gorilla hoodlum? You had 
best, in that instance, consider a better way to respond 
in wisdom and intelligence. 

But how does Dharma get her lessons? EXACTLY 
the same way you get yours from me. And, I can 
measure my teaching through her level of nnderstand- 
ing. There is no magic here but, rather, a series of steps 
toward knowing. Through these steps we grow into 
seeing and hearing the opportunities always knocking 
and we learn to miss fewer and fewer such opportu- 
nities. Every day, every day-we take in as much as we 
possibly can glean for it is the ONLY way to knowl- 
edge. And no, she doesn’t like the job any better than 
you do. It is notfun to have to write and then go study 
the lesson, but it is the ONLY way to learn. KNOWING 
does NOT shower down on you like a snow-storm 
scatters ice crystals, In the telling you that it DOES is 
the first and most deadly lesson, and lie, you will get 
from your religious preachers! “Let somebody else do 
it for-you,” is the second. So be it. 

You need to look around and realize that just as 
Christmas came flying through and went-so too, come 
and go all things-EXCEPT GOD AND THE CRE- 
ATION. Circumstances change, perceptions change, 
all physical things change. GOD DOES NOT CHANGE 
ONE IOTA-EVER. 

With this in mind, perhaps we should just leave you 
with these things to think upon. 

May the Light ever shine around you, for without 
being able to see IN THE LIGHT, you shall continue in 
the darkness of ignorance. Salu. 

Anamie in South Africa (who has been’a visitor 
here) is very, very ill. She has young children and is 
alone much of the time as the husband has to travel in 
order to support his family. Reach out to her, people, 
for YOU became her life-ring and there is no time and 
no space in LOVING. Your words, a message in a card, 
is precious beyond pearls to we who receive them in our 
moments of conflict. Those words across the miles or 
in the same room keep us afloat and on-going. Write to: 
Anamie Gardner, P.O. Box 6887 1, Bryanston 20, South 
Africa. 

Tapes, Transcriptions. & Videos 
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 64.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 

tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. 
Postage is included in tape prices. 

Please send check or money order to: 7%E WORD, P.O. Box 6194,Tehachapi, 
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your 
Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

You people had a pep-rally going at one time by 
claiming that “this or that needs love, too”, i.e., “even 
dirty old men need love, too”. Well, old Angels need 
LOVE also and, like you, we need to GIVE AND 
REGIVE it. Thank you for the opportunity to serve and 
simply be recognized. We don’t need much else to do 
our work! 

If you desire to automatica//yreceive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to 
notify you as your balance reaches zero. 

WHERE TO 
FROM HERE? 

We keep moving as directly as is possible-RIGHT 
TO GOD. To keep on keeping on we must never deviate 
from the GOAL of achievement necessary to reach that 
goal and treat all trivial deviations as that which they 
are-DISTRACTORS. So, do we have time? What else 
do you have that is so all-fired important to get done? 
The ball game on Sunday or New Year’s? How about 
taking down that Christmas tree? Is that really impor- 
tant? Yes it is if it was a living tree for it becomes 

The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most 
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and 
mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 
1/7/96The Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2); 
2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3);2/1 l/96 (3); 2/25/96 Christopher Reeve 
interview on “Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96.(3); 
3/l 7/96 (3)Deepak Chopra ‘The Wizard Within” 81 Cebrge Hunt “1987 Wilderness 
Conference”; 3/3 l/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96 (3); 4/28/96 (2)Desire 81 Intention; 
5/l 2/96 (3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l l-1 2/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase; 
6/l 6/96 (4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”; 
6/30/96 (2); 7/l l/96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/21/96 (2);8/4/96 (2); 
8/l 7/96 (4) “Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96 (4) & 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander 
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke; 
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) /UDGEbfE/VT DAY-1995, a dramatization; 
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada; 
1 l/2/96 (3); 1 l/24/96 (2);12/8/96(2) ;12/29/96(2). 
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Soltec: Wake-Up Call For 
The Grand~Experiment 

12/27/96 SOLTEC 

Good morning, my friend. It is I, Toniose 
Soltec, come in the Radiant Light of Creator 
God. Thank you for sitting this day and 
allowing for this interaction. 

and your neighbors’ children may be quite thank- have a generally accepted meaning. You will 
ful as well. have to look past the words: for example, 

consider words such as “fire” with a measure 
MESSENGER “COMET” of discernment and insight, and realize that 

there may be MANY possible meanings of that word. 
There has been much concern over the com- As an exercise, take your current world scene 

ing “comet”. This “comet” is the REAL mes- and try to overlay various ancient prophecies 
senger that your Native Americans have been with that which you now know to be true. For 
waiting for as a sign which signals the new instance, when your biblical Scriptures were 
beginning called the “Age of Peace”. These written, there was no awareness of devices called 
ones know that their ancestral origin was from “nuclear bombs”. Look to your Book of Rev- 
the stars. They also know that there shall be the elation wherein it is described that “the sky 

Much has been happening around your area 
where secret underground-base complexes 
abound, as well as around the world. The 
would-be controllers are aware of that which is 
about to befall them and they do not plan on 
taking it lying down. This is why there is so 
much in the way of distractions underway, such great cleansing of the planet prior to this “Age opened up like a scroll”. Now, overlay in your 
as the weather being “worse” in various areas of Peace”. mind a picture of a nuclear bomb detonation. 
than anyone can remember. Before this play is This cleansing has been prophesied as being See the “mushroom*’ cloud billowing upward 
over, you ones shall have endured many “mind the cleansing with fire. Fire has many levels to and unrolling LIKE (similar to but not the sarne 
blowing” phenomenathat will defy explanation its intensity. A. candle flame can be gentle as) a scroll. Use discernment and learn to 
unless you have kept up with your lessons. and soothing. A mountainside on fire can be make your own judgments, for even the horest 

quite alarming and cause great panic and interpretations are at best the “accepted” iuter- 
GEOLOGIdAL UPDATE destruction. A nuclear explosion can distort the pretations of “holy” men from 300 to 800 

very Light fabric of one’s soul, and thus may years ago, when there was no awareness of 
Much of what you are told (or not told) on cause an actual dispersal of soul energy. A even- the possibility of such nuclear devices. 

your “news” programs are outright lies when it “scalar” pulse can, if strong enough, completely 
comes to the facts about the geologic stability disperse Soul essence. RESPONSIBLE CHOICES 
of your planet. These skilled manipulators of Through “scalar” devices, you have the 
data realize that even the casual observer can, at ability to completely extinguish an entity-to You shall be held accountable for your 
this point, figure out that both frequency and 
intensity of earthquake activity have tremen- 
dously increased around the planet recently. 
This is why there is little or no reporting of the 
world condition over your prostituted news 
media avenues, while successful steps have 
been taken to stop (or otherwise distract into 
side-projects) those who were, through inde- 
pendent routes, bringing you truth about Mother 
Earth-Shan’s rising blood pressure. 

a point that that entity may never know con- actions, and if you choose, willingly, to remain 
sciousness in any form ever again. You have, in in ignorance to the changing world around you, 
effect, created the means for truly “killing” then you will have to deal with the conse- 
someone. This is NOT REFERRING TO quences of these actions, Help is being pro- 
THE DEATH OF THE PHYSICAL BODY, vided to those who will hear and LISTEN! 
BUT RATHER, TO THE DEATH OF THE Many are running around trying to find their 
SOUL! “guru” who will somehow tell them what to do 

Your “scientists” who play with these and when to do it. This is running away from 
“scalar” devices have very little understand- your personal responsibility and you are, in 
ing of how these devices affect non-physical effect, trying to cheat your way through the 
space. They have their mathematical models challenges of your current level of growth. The 
and theories of how they THINK these things only thing you really end up doing is guarantee- 
work, but their models are limited and leave out ing.that you will have to come back, and do it all 
the consideration of Soul essence (LIGHT!). over, again and again, until you can get it right! 

Stop waiting for another to do a thing for 

INTERPRETING PROPHECIES you. BE MORE ASSERTIVE AND DO THE 
THING YOURSELF. If another has agreed to 

“Ignorant, blind sheep” is what the masses 
are referred to in the Elite circles of the dark 
adversarial forces that are manipulating your 
reality of world perception. The readers of CON- 
TACT are not ignorant and THE WORD is 
spreading and shall not be contained.%The harder 
the adversary tries to shut us down, the more 
Light they will end up shining upon themselves. The ancients who weregiven the prophecies help you, and they will not keep their agree- 
Truth shall win out in the end! of this Endtime were given the images or vi- ment, then I, Soltec, would suggest that you 

Please take this opportunity to, once again, sions, and then had to translate, to the best of find someone who can keep their word and who 
check to see that your emergency supplies are their ability, that which they had seen. For knows the INNER value of helping another. 

r,eady and in good condition. You shall be some of what they saw, there were no words, For instance, if you are a business owner and 
thankful for doing this-and your neighbors and they had to use examples and concepts that you have ones you pay for their services, then 

. . . . . . 
. .,........‘... .......-1..4---..*. 
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you should have a CLEARunderstanding (writ- rience quite a challenge. This is as it should be. ACT to your inner fears, shut down with disbe- 
ten if need be) of what you expect from them Toniose to standby. lief, and become’dysfunctional-and thus closed 
and what they expect from you. If an employee to our communications? 
cannot or will not perform to your agreed-upon 12/28/96 SOLTEC If you stop to prepare yourself mentally 
level of expectation, then caution the person NOW, you will have, in effect, written a script 
that you are not satisfied and that you will have Shall we continue, please. This is Toniose (or program) for yourself that you can use in 
to move them to a lesser position of Soltec, come in service to the One Light Source. order to help you keep your head clear-and 
responsibility if they cannot perform up to ex- Many down there are just awakening to the thus make reasonable judgments based upon 
pectation and agreement. awareness of the situation that is unfolding at intelligent thought, instead of reacting out of 

Do not allow an unbalanced condition to this time. Among these ones are Ground Crew. fear. You have these messages as warnings 
persist just because you do not want to be the ALL awakening ones are hungry for the Truth and “heads-up” notices so that you will be able 
“bad guy” and have to demote someone. When and will be attracted to that which they can to function in the next upcoming ten years or so 
you allow a condition of unbalance to persist in FEEL in their heart to be true. These are the in your counting. 
-your life, you have, in effect, taken on the teaching opportunities that you aware Ground The ones who either refused to hear, or 
responsibility for all that comes from that which Crew ones have been awaiting most of your life. simply were not able to understand, will be 
you have “bought into”. As the time of chaos (the death struggle of looking to you for basic guidance. These ones 

this current political and social.state) heats up, shall be in shock and, in most cases, they will 
WAKE-UP CALL FOR there shall be tremendous opportunity for growth shut down out of fear or they shall become 

THE GRAND EXPERIMENT for all involved. This goes for you of Ground overwhelmed with the experience and become 
Crew as well as for those younger beings whom quite erratic, if not outright insane. Many a 

Back to the subject of the “comet”. You we have come to assist. All shall be faced with “learned” man shall be found weeping in fear, 
haveones waking up all aroundyourplanet who great challenges of faith and discernment, as for they won’t have a clue as to what has 
realize that this “comet” has certain pecu- well as great emotional pressures as you face happened once their artificially constructed 
liarities about-it and they are feeling the the challenges of giving birth to the new Era of world of intellect is gone and these ones realize 
winds of change. The “comet” represents your Peace, they haven’t cultivated even the most basic of 
past, present, and future. This is the awakening Preparing oneself mentally is perhaps the skills for survival. 
that cannotbeavoided-nor would you who read single most important one thing you can do. The farmers-those who tend to the 
these messages want to avoid this inevitability. This will allow US (whether you think of.us foodstuffs of the land-shall become the most 

T;\is experience can be viewed as a large as Spirit Guides, Angels, Elder Brothers or important teachers. These farmer-teachers will 
experiment in awakening ones to their true heri- your deceased Aunt Annie) to get a message or enable the ones who can overcome their fears 
tage as Lighted Souled Beings who belong thought through to you in a critical moment. and grief to become functioning parts of the 
to a much larger community or family- If you become overwhelmed with the lower community efforts to rebuild self sustaining, rural 
whether they know it or not! The experiment emotions of shock, grief, or despair, this will communities from the ashes of destruction. 
,:omes in when you have a theory that has not make it quite difficult for a communication These experiences are the “HARD” lessons 
been tested-in-fact previously. You have calcu- such as this to get through. You will need to for you have long passed the time of course 
lated that it should work, but you must, at some keep a clear head and you will, as well, need to correction to avoid these experiences. In the 
point, play out the actual experiment to see that have trust and faith that you need these upcoming Age of Peace, you shall find that 
your discernment is correct. experiences and that you volunteered to go down there will be NO tolerance for corrupt thinking 

This is not done in a haphazard manner on there and experience these challenges. and that these lessons and experiences will be 
the “whims” of any one being. There is much Always keep the Larger Picture in mind! “burned” into the consciousness of each being. 
research and collaboration among many to find This is a picture we have been helping you to No, this is not a pleasant message. Please be 
as many different viewpoints and observations see through many weeks of important lessons assured that it is given with great compassion 
as is practical. Then, when enough have agreed brought through this scribe-a Ground Crew and warmth-with the intent to help, NOT to 
to the experiment, it is taken before a Council member just like you, who must constantly frighten anyone! As always, please discern for 
to decide whether or ‘not it would be spiritually work (despite personal demons of distraction) yourself and act with wisdom. Ask for guidance 
ethical to even attempt such a thing. Only after at holding mental balance, to be able to receive within the Light and await your answer. 
a proposed scenario has been approved at every and, share these lessons. Remember: change is inevitable! Even 

level, will it then be allowed to be attempted. Again, remember the Big Picture: This is the most stubborn of people shall be caused to 
You all ‘are part of the larger experiment, but a holographic play and you are one of the grow from these experiences. This opportunity 

an experiment which entails Ground Crew to actors in the play (or players in the game). There for growth is quite unique, and for those who 
help bring forth a stabilizing influence for the is a HIGHER REALITY outside that which persist through these challenges, you shall know 
ones who we are attempting to wake up at this you perceive as consciousness. And remem- great personal reward and satisfaction for hav- 
time. The emotional support that your energy ber, in this play, to ALWAYS call in the Light ing gone through this experience. 
fields will project, when the less-aware ones for both guidance and protection! I am Ceres Anthonius Soltec (as in Solar- 

become overwhelmed with fear, will be that The reason for these words of caution at this tech./technician, Light Worker, Soul-tech.- 
which will enable these ones to overcome these time is so that you can have time to PREPARE one who works with the soul). I am blessed, as 
challenges of growth. MENTALLY for any upsetting possibility are YOU, by our Father with insights and gifts 

Be prepared for the impact of the upcoming that you can imagine for yourself. What would that allow for helping other Light Workers to 
changes. You, as Ground Crew, will have to be your reaction be if you just now heard that New progress in their infinite journeys of the SOUL, 
STRONG in your conviction -else you risk York City was destroyed by a nuclear bomb? for the giving and re-giving ALWAYS comes 
the possibility of being overcome with the What would you do? Would you stop and take full circle and we all grow from the sharing. I 
lower- frequency emotions of those you have a moment to clear your space, call in the Light, come in the Radiance and Oneness of Creator 
come to assist. You will find this whole expc- and ask for guidance? Or, would you just RE- Source. Salu. 
- - ----a ----_-.-..._____-___.---. _.L ____... . ..A.. - -. -. - _. *.--. . L :. . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . I. . . ._..._. ._. ._..._._..... . . .._..._...- 
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** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ, FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CONTINENTAL USA 
WY, NV 
s o-1 00 $6.00 $ o-1 00 68.00 
$ 101-200 97.00 $ 101-200 $9.00 
$ 201-300 $8.00 d 201-300 $10.00 
4 301-400 99.00 $ 301-400 011 .oo 
s 401-500 S10.00 $ 401-500 $12.00 
$ Sol-600 $11.00 $ Sol-600 $13.00 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPlNG RATES 

luIL 
l * For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
l + For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 
l * All Forelgn orders, please contact our office in mltlng 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 

New Caia Products 
P.O. Box 27710 

Las Veaas. NV 89126 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 
1 (805) 822-9070 FAX P 

N 

St 

1 
C 

D 

Cl 

lease Print) 

ame Date 

:reet Address 

ity/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

aytime Phone No. 

redit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) 

gnature For Credit Card Orders 

Expiration Date 
+* When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAIN- 

1 1 TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 

fiFASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE Cjj,AtU (located on the top of this order form) WHEN 
CALCUlATlNG SHIPPING FOR a New Gaia Prodwets. 

* FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE 
PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATER rm 

ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES. . 
PLEASE V FOR NUYUL 

7 
I 
I 

1 

. - 

4 

, 

PRICE 
‘ER UNIT 

$10.00 
$ 8.00 
$45.00 
$75.40 

$48.00 

Item ,mou 

GAIAUFE COUolDAl MINERALS lPl* 2 ax. 

OXYSOL loa 
Trace minerals & Colloidsl Silver 18 a5 
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide 32 ox. 

GilACLEANSE IiiT 
14&w PARASnE PROGRAM 

ladMdaal mNIpoNats eotd sspwptely--crra for P-- 

GULF WAR SYNDROME Y!ibief Kit” ;2 60.00 

$6.00 
each 

GAlASORB NLUTRA-BOND 202. 
NICOTINE~ CAFFEINE- ALCOHOL- 

SUCROSE- STARCH- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

iiii;iibi6ihJiRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 

f HITACHI (HBl 01) BREAD MACHINE 
(FACTORV BLEMlSHED/REFURBlStlED) 

+k GAlASPELT BREAD MIX (wkde whmt e spdt) 

mm fwJw 

s GAlASPELT FLOUR WHOLE GRAIN 
2 ibs. 8 $1.26/a. 
4 Ibs. 0 $1.2S/lb. 
8 Ibs. 0 Sl.nS/lb. 

* GAlASPELT KERNELS 4 Ib8. 4) 81.26/l,. 

10 lb& 0 81.26/1). 

$15.00 

s149.00 

$2.50 
s 5.00 

$10.00 

$5.00 

$12.50 

sr30.00 

+k PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 
1 Bmttta @alanMama (1 qt.) 

1 mttla kqutkla (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles thhlyta (2 liters each) 

4 IV@. Spelt Bread MIX 
s Adimea*unta8 

*MAlNlENANcEPAcl(kGE 
1 m-(1 a 

2Butlm68Myte(2tnrm~) 
4pyl,w-- 

$8.OC 

+Ie MICROWATER J-M ELECTROLYSIS 
ALKALlNE/ACtDtC WATER SYSTEM 

VORTEX KIT 

Pkase make all checks and 

money orders payabk to: 

New Gaia RodMs 
9.0. Box 27710 

Las Vegas 
NV 89126 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE 76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA 
79. MARCHING TO ZOG 
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 
85. SHOCK THERAPY 
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 

LEGION 

THE Phoenix Journds AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 

AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 

SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME. 4*. THE DESTRUCT1oN OF A 

SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM 

ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journafs ARE 42. UNHoLY ALLIANCE 

S5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.) 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 

l * These marked Journals are out of stock until 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 

further notice. 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 

l *6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM 54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
HELL 55. MARCHING TO ZION 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

+ l 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX THE PIT OF FIRE 
l *13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 
** 14. RRPP-RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND BEAT! 

PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
**15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
l *16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
* * 17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
l * 18. BLOOD AND ASHES 64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
** 19 FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
l *20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 

2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE 67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
**22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I 68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
l *23. BURNT OFFERINGS 69. TATTERED PAGES 
**24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 
l *25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 7 1. COALESCENCE 

*+26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE 72. CANDLELIGHT 
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS 73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1 

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN- 
l *28. OPERATION SHANSTORM FOLDED VOL. II 

89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
90. TAKING OFF THE BLIND- 

FOLD 
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 

WITH THE CROOKS 
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 

OTHER PLAGUES 
94. WINGING IT.... 
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER 

LAND? 
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN 

CONSPIRACY 
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON- 

TROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 
10 1. THE BREATHING DEAD AND 

CEMENT CHILDREN 
102. SACRED WISDOM 
103. CONFRONT THE NOW 

CREATE THE FUTURE 
io4. FIRST STEPS 
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN 

UNDERSTATEMENT! 
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE... 
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEI 

“AND OTHER FORMS OF 
l *29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
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This is a service for our 
dedicated readers. Today’s 
Watch telephone hotline 
carries the latest news and 
comments from Commander 
Hatonn’s most recent writ- 
ings. This is our way oi 
keeping m informed about 
fast-breaking news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if there 
are any new messages for that 
day, and after 3 rings if not. 
Thus dairy callers can hang up 
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been recorded. The message 
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